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Abstract

Recently, there has been an increasing interest inmobile ad hoc networks (MANETs),

which are comprised solely of mobile nodes. Since no special infrastructure is required,

many applications are expected to be developed for MANETs, in various fields such

as military affairs, rescue operations at disaster sites, and information sharing at event

sites. Location-based services (LBS) are typical applications for MANETs, which are

typically composed of a large number of nodes over a wide area. In an LBS, real-

time location-specific queries to search for information held by mobile nodes are of-

ten used; and in such cases, it is effective to process the queries ask nearest neigh-

bor (kNN) queries which acquire the information onkNNs from the specified location

(query point), and convex hull queries which retrieve the information necessary for cal-

culating the convex hull of all the nodes composing a given network. Although there

has been many existing studies forkNN search and convex hull detection in networks

where there is a central server, there is no research focused on query processing of such

queries in MANETs.

MANETs possess notable characteristics, such as limitations on network bandwidth,

and dynamic topology change due to the movement of mobile nodes. Therefore, a

näıve approach acquiring the information on all nodes within the entire network does

not work well because it produces excessive message transmission (i.e., traffic), re-

sulting decrease in the accuracy of the query result due to packet losses. In addition,

existing location-specific query processing methods in wireless sensor networks do not

work well either because in wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes are stationary or

loction-aware (i.e., know their own neighbors in advance). In MANETs, it is difficult

to accurately know the information on neighboring nodes since the network topology

dynamically changes due to the movement of mobile nodes. Therefore, we design query

processing methods for reducing traffic and maintaining high accuracy of the query re-

sult without knowing neighboring nodes’ information in advance.

Moreover, in an LBS, it is required to search for not only nodes themselves but also

data items associated with a given location (location-dependent data). As nodes move

in MANETs, data items which have been held by a node since long time ago are likely

no longer related to the node’s current location, because these data items are associated
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with the node’s former location. In such cases, the query-issuing node cannot effectively

search for requested data items using location information. Therefore, new techniques

searching for location-dependent data items are required.

In this thesis, we proposekNN and convex hull query processing methods for LBS

in MANETs. This thesis consists of five chapters. First, we introduce the research

background and issues for LBS in MANETs in Chapter 1. In Chapters 2 and 3, we

addresskNN query processing to search for thek nearest nodes and for thek nearest

data items, respectively. In Chapter 4, we address query processing for calculating the

convex hull of nodes in MANETs and also discuss how to know the convex hull of

location-dependent data items in MANETs. Finally, in Chapter 5, we summarize this

thesis and discuss our future work.

More specifically, in Chapter 2, we propose twokNN query processing methods to

searchk nearest nodes from the query point in MANETs which can reduce the traffic

for query processing, as well as maintain high accuracy of the query result. In our

methods, queries are transmitted only to neighboring nodes near from the query point

to avoid receiving replies from the nodes far from the query point. More specifically,

the query-issuing node first forwards akNN query using geo-routing to the nearest

node from the query point. Then, the nearest node from the query point forwards the

query to other nodes close to the query point, and each node receiving the query replies

with the information on itself. Since these methods require neither flooding akNN

query over the entire network nor knowing other nodes’ information in advance, they

can solve the problems faced by the naı̈ve and existing approaches, which are caused

by the bandwidth limitation and dynamical changes of network topology. We conduct

simulation experiments to verify that our proposed methods reduce traffic and achieve

high accuracy of the query result, in comparison with the existing methods.

In Chapter 3, we propose a method for processingkNN queries that are used to

search for thek nearest location-dependent data items in MANETs. In this chapter, we

focus onkNN search for data items held by nodes unlike the information on nodes as

assumed in Chapter 2. This method achieves low traffic and high accuracy of the query

result by limiting the search area. To make the search area small, our method keeps data

items at the nodes near the locations with which the items are associated, and nodes

cache the data items whose associated locations are near to them. A node issues a

query and then the neighboring nodes answer to the query by sending back their copies
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without duplicate copies, although each node does not know which data items the other

nodes cache. We conduct simulation experiments to verify that our method reduces the

traffic involved in processingkNN queries, and also achieves high accuracy of the query

result.

In Chapter 4, we propose two convex hull query processing methods; Local Con-

vex Hull (LCH) and Local Wrapping (LW) methods, for reducing the traffic for query

processing and maintaining high accuracy of the query result in MANETs. More specif-

ically, in the LCH method, the query-issuing node first floods a convex hull query

throughout the entire network. Then, each node replies with information on the nodes

that are the vertices of its local convex hul. Here, the local convex hull is the convex hull

composed of nodes whose information has already been received. In the LW method,

to avoid transmitting queries throughout the entire network, the query-issuing node first

sends a convex hull query to a node located on the outer boundary of the network, using

a geo-routing technique. Then, the query is basically transmitted only to the nodes on

the outer boundary and the query path forms a loop. In this way, unnecessary reply

transmissions can be suppressed, even if mobile nodes do not know their neighbors in

advance. We also show experimental results for verifying that our proposed methods

can reduce the traffic for query processing compared with a naı̈ve method, and also

achieve high accuracy of the query result.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Recent advances in wireless communication technologies such as IEEE 802.11 [29],

Bluetooth [69], Zigbee [89], and Wi-Fi Direct [73] have led to an increasing interest in

mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). MANETs are typical type of networks also known

as mobile peer-to-peer networks and composed of only mobile nodes [4, 7, 12, 23, 59,

62]. In MANETs, each node plays a role of router. Even if the source and the destina-

tion mobile nodes are not within communication range of each other, data packets are

forwarded to the destination mobile node by relaying the transmission through interme-

diary mobile nodes. Since no special infrastructure is required, many MANET-based

applications are expected to be developed in various fields such as military affairs and

rescue operations (i.e., collaborating works).

Location-based service (LBS) is typical applications for MANETs, which are typ-

ically composed of a large number of nodes over a wide area [9, 20, 77]. In an LBS,

real-time location-specific queries for information held by mobile nodes are often used;

and in such cases, it is effective to process the queries ask nearest neighbor (kNN) and

convex hull queries for supporting collaborating works in MANETs.

KNN queries search for thekNNs (i.e., thek nearest nodes or thek nearest data

items associated with a given location (location-dependent data)) from the specified

location (query point) [5, 15, 16, 18, 21, 32, 61, 63, 76]. By usingkNN queries, a

node can acquire information near the specified location, which helps to, for example,

1
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：Query point

I want to contact
the 3 nearest members 

from ★.

Figure 1.1: Example of akNN query in a MANET

effectively contact some rescue members near a heavily damaged area in a disaster site

in order to request the rescue support. Figure 1.1 shows an example of performing a

kNN query, where a rescue worker wants to know the three nearest members from a

specific location to contact them.

There is another type of location-specific queries, which is convex hull queries that

retrieve the information necessary for calculating the convex hull of all the nodes com-

posing a given network. Using convex hull queries, the query-issuing node can deter-

mine the convex hull of the network, which helps figure out the network condition in

a real time (e.g., the area in which nodes are present, and the farthest pair of nodes).

For example, before a node processes a kind of queries, it determines the parameters

for the query processing based on the information acquired from the result of a convex

hull query (e.g., the maximum distance between nodes in the network). For another ex-

ample, in a collaborating work, a team leader can give a caution to a node which moves

far away from its team members to avoid the spread of members. In such cases, the

node does not need to know the shape of the network in details, and thus, the convex

hull query is suitable for achieving it. Figure 1.2 shows an application example of a

convex hull query in which a rescue worker attempts to determine the convex hull of

nodes (team members) in a disaster site in order to do the rescue work efficiently. To the

best of our knowledge, this is the first research studying efficient processing ofkNN and

convex hull queries in MANETs, which can promote further development of MANET
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Convex hullI want to know the area 
where members exist.

Figure 1.2: Example of a convex hull query in a MANET

applications.

1.2 Research Issues

Location-based services, such askNN calculation and convex hull detection, have been

addressed in many existing works in various types of networks except for MANETs.

Most of the works assume that central servers calculate the answers, and focus on de-

signing fast algorithms. As there is no centralized server in MANETs, existing query

processing methods based on a centralized server are not applicable to MANETs.

In this section, we describe three research issues for processing location-specific

queries includingkNN and convex hull queries in MANETs.

1.2.1 Traffic Reduction

In MANETs, since nodes communicate using wireless links where the network band-

width is limited, the increase of query messages and replies (i.e., traffic) makes packet

losses. If packet losses often occur during query processing, the query-issuing node

cannot acquire necessary information (i.e., information in an answer set of query pro-

cessing), which results in decrease of accuracy of the query result.

For example, in a naı̈ve approach, the query-issuing node can calculate thekNNs

or convex hull by flooding a query in the entire network [53, 54, 70] and receiving
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The query-
issuing node

query

reply

Location info.
(x, y)

Acquired info.

Figure 1.3: Näıve approach for location-based query processing in a MANET

location information on all the nodes. However, many unnecessary replies that are not

included in the query result (kNNs or vertices of the convex hull) are sent back to the

query-issuing node, and thus, the traffic increases (Fig. 1.3). We should avoid acquiring

information on all nodes in the network, since it is a wasteful use of network bandwidth

and batteries of the mobile nodes and also may degrade the accuracy of the query result

due to packet losses.

Therefore, we need to design query processing methods for reducing traffic while

preserving the high accuracy of query results [3, 25, 64, 72]. Our approach is as follows:

queries are selectively transmitted only to the nodes that have the information (and data

items) included in the query result, and the nodes receiving the query accurately prune

unnecessary information based on their own information, the query expression (e.g., the

size of the search range), and replies from other nodes.

1.2.2 Query Processing without Using Beacons

Many in-network processing techniques forkNN queries and boundary detection (e.g.,

convex hull detection) have been proposed for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1, 2,

83] where sensor nodes are stationary or location-aware. For example, in [19, 74, 78],

the authors proposedkNN query processing methods which are efficient in retrieving

kNN information on the fly with low message overhead (traffic) since they do not re-

quire the maintenance of indexing structures like R-tree. In their methods, location-
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ｆ

：Location-dependent data
：Associated location

Figure 1.4: Searching for location-dependent data

aware environments are assumed,e.g., mobile nodes must periodically transmit beacon

messages (including the location of the sender) to their neighbors to announce changing

locations of nodes.

As described above, MANETs possess notable characteristics, such as limitations

on network bandwidth, and highly dynamic topology change due to the movement of

mobile nodes. When nodes frequently exchange beacon messages to accurately know

changing locations of neighboring nodes, traffic increases, and this causes frequent

packet losses, resulting in lower accuracy of the query result. On the other hand, when

nodes do not frequently exchange beacon messages, traffic is reduced, but nodes cannot

accurately know the neighboring nodes’ locations, which also decreases the accuracy of

the query result.

Therefore, in MANETs it is desirable to retrieve information without using beacons.

In this case, since nodes do not acquire the information on neighboring nodes before-

hand, effective message exchanges for acquiring neighboring nodes’ information are

required during query processing.

1.2.3 Searching for Location-Dependent Data Items

In an LBS, it is required to search for not only nodes themselves but also data items

associated with a given location (location-dependent data). Fig. 1.4 shows a MANET
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where rescue workers hold location-dependent data items (e.g., information about vic-

tims and damage of buildings) in a disaster site. As nodes move in MANETs, data items

which have been held by a node for a long time are likely no longer related to the node’s

current location. This is because nodes still hold the data items which are associated

with the node’s former location (which is generally apart from the node’s current lo-

cation due to node mobility). In such cases, the query-issuing node cannot reduce the

area for searching for requested data items by using location information (i.e., meth-

ods searching for nodes are not directly applicable). Therefore, effective techniques

searching for location-dependent data items are required.

Meanwhile, location-dependent data items can be effectively searched if nodes cache

some data items as copies, because the query-issuing node may be able to retrieve re-

quested data items from fewer nodes. Therefore, effective caching of data items can

reduce traffic and response time in searching [27, 52, 58, 60, 65].

1.3 Research Contents

In this thesis, we proposekNN and convex hull query processing methods in MANETs

which neither acquire all information on nodes within the network nor use beacon, in

order to reduce traffic for query processing and maintain the accuracy of query results.

The outlines of the proposed methods are as follows.

• Query processing methods for searchingk nearest neighbor nodes

In Chapter 2, we propose two beacon-lesskNN query processing methods for

reducing traffic and maintaining high accuracy of the query result in MANETs.

In our methods, queries are transmitted only to nodes that are near the query

point to efficiently acquirekNNs. More specifically, the query-issuing node first

forwards akNN query to the nearest node from the query point by using beacon-

less geo-routing method. Then, the nearest node from the query point forwards

the query to other close nodes to the query point, and each node receiving the

query replies with the information on itself. Our idea for efficientkNN collection

is to set waiting times before replying, based on the distance from the respective

nodes to the global coordinator. In our methods, a designated node aggregates the

information in the received replies, and thus unnecessary information is not sent
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in reply through a long path to the query-issuing node. In these ways, unnecessary

transmissions of queries and replies can be reduced.

• kNN query processing method for location-dependent data

In Chapter 3, we address the problem ofkNN search for location-dependent data,

since search targets forkNN queries are not only nodes themselves as assumed in

Chapter 2 but also location-dependent data items such as information about dam-

age of buildings. Here, because nodes holding data items may move far away from

locations where the data items are associated, the methods proposed in Chapter

2 are not directly applicable tokNN search for location-dependent data items.

Therefore, we propose the method to effectively retrieve thek nearest data items

in MANETs. Our method achieves the small search area for query processing by

maintaining held data items against nodes’ mobility. More specifically, data items

remain at nodes near the locations with which the items are associated, and nodes

cache data items whose locations are near their own so that the query issuer can

retrievekNNs from nearby nodes, which can achieve low traffic.

• Convex hull query processing methods

In an LBS, it is also effective to achieve efficient query processing for convex

hull queries, which retrieve the information necessary for calculating the con-

vex hull of a given network. In Chapter 4, we address the issue of convex hull

query processing in MANETs. As we described above, a naı̈ve approach, where

the query-issuing node retrieves location information of all the nodes, produces

exceedingly large traffic. Therefore, we propose convex hull query processing

methods in MANETs for reducing traffic, while maintaining high accuracy of the

query result. In our methods, nodes reply with information on only nodes which

are vertices of the convex hull, because the convex hull can be calculated solely

on the information on nodes which are vertices of the convex hull of the network.

When replying, each node selects the vertex nodes based on the location infor-

mation of the nodes which have already been replied (without beacons). Since

the information on nodes which are not vertices of the convex hull of the net-

work is not included in replies, unnecessary traffic can be reduced than the naı̈ve

approach.
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1.4 Organization of Thesis

This thesis consists of five chapters, and the remainder of the thesis is organized as

follows.

In Chapter 2, we propose two beacon-lesskNN query processing methods for re-

ducing traffic and maintaining high accuracy of the query result in MANETs. In our

methods, first the query-issuing node transmits akNN query to the nearest node from

the query point (theglobal coordinator). Then, the global coordinator commences the

process of acquiring the information onkNNs. In this process, we adopt two different

approaches, the Explosion (EXP) and Spiral (SPI) methods to adaptively choose on ap-

propriate method based on some environmental factors such as density of nodes. In the

EXP method, the global coordinator floods thekNN query to nodes within a specific

circular region, and each node receiving the query replies to the global coordinator with

the information on itself. Here, the intermediate nodes can aggregate replies from far-

ther nodes. On the other hand, the SPI method does not require specifying the specific

region for sending a query message unlike the EXP method. In the SPI method, the

global coordinator forwards the query to other nodes in a spiral manner, and the node

that collects a satisfactorykNN result transmits the result to the query-issuing node. We

also conduct simulation experiments to verify that our proposed methods reduce traffic

and achieve high accuracy of the query result, in comparison with existing methods.

Chapter 2 is based on our works published in [40, 41, 46].

In Chapter 3, we propose the Filling Area (FA) method, to process akNN query

which searches for thek nearest location-dependent data items in MANETs. The FA

method achieves low traffic and high accuracy of the query result by reducing a search

area. To achieve a small search area, the FA method makes data items remain at nodes

near the locations with which the items are associated, and nodes cache data items

whose associated locations are near them. When a node issues a query, neighboring

nodes send back their copies, which will be likely included the query result, with avoid-

ance of duplicate data items being sent back. We also conduct simulation experiments

to verify that the FA method reduces the traffic involved in processingkNN queries,

and also achieves high accuracy of the query result. Chapter 3 is based on our works

published in [42, 43, 44, 47].

In Chapter 4, we propose two beacon-less convex hull query processing methods in
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MANETs; the Local Convex Hull (LCH) and Local Wrapping (LW) methods, which

perform query processing with low traffic and as well as maintain high accuracy of the

query result. In the LCH method, the query-issuing node first floods a convex hull query

throughout the entire network. Then, each node replies with information on nodes which

are vertices of the local convex hull, which is the convex hull composed of nodes whose

information has already been received. In the LW method, to avoid transmitting queries

throughout the entire network, the query-issuing node first sends a convex hull query

to a node located on the outer boundary of the network, using a geo-routing technique.

Then, the query is transmitted only to nodes on the outer boundary, until the query path

forms a loop. In this way, unnecessary reply transmissions can be suppressed, even

if mobile nodes do not know their neighbors in advance. We also show experimental

results verifying that our proposed methods can reduce traffic compared with a naı̈ve

method, and also achieve high accuracy of the query result. Chapter 4 is based on our

works published in [37, 38, 39].

Finally, in Chapter 5, we summarize this thesis.





Chapter 2

Searching fork Nearest Neighbor

Nodes

2.1 Introduction

In LBSs, it is common for nodes to issuekNN queries by which they can acquire the in-

formation on thek nearest neighbors (kNNs) from the specified location (query point).

Many in-network processing techniques forkNN queries have been proposed for wire-

less sensor networks (WSNs). The techniques basically assume that nodes exchange

beacon messages to accurately know the information on their neighboring nodes. In

MANETs, packet losses and packet retransmissions1 may occur when the network is

congested, resulting in information failing to be transmitted. In this sense, the periodic

broadcast of beacon messages by nodes causes unnecessary traffic even when no node

is searchingkNNs in the network.

Therefore, in MANETs it is desirable to retrievekNN information without using

beacons. In this case, since nodes do not acquire the information on neighboring

nodes beforehand,kNN query processing requires on-demand acquisition of neighbor-

ing nodes’ information. In a naı̈ve approach achieving this, the query-issuing node

flooding akNN query over the entire network and every node receiving the query sends

back a reply. However, in this approach, the query-issuing node receives many unnec-

essary replies not included in the result of thekNN query (kNN result), and thus traffic

1In MANETs, messages are generally transmitted with connectionless transmission models.

11
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I want to distribute coupons to 

the three nearest customers 

from the Ferris wheel.

Figure 2.1: Example of performing akNN query in a MANET

increases. Moreover, in MANETs, existing approaches that construct a static logical

network (e.g., a query propagation tree) do not work. This is because when the network

topology changes during query execution in MANETs, the query-issuing node may not

be able to acquire all the information onkNNs.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of performing akNN query, where an event organizer

distributes some coupons tokNNs from a specific location. If the query-issuing node

receives replies from all nodes as in the naı̈ve method, it produces a large amount of

unnecessary traffic. Moreover, if a static query propagation tree is constructed and a

link in the tree is disconnected, the query-issuing node cannot acquire the information

on all thek nearest nodes.

In this chapter, we propose two beacon-lesskNN query processing methods in

MANETs which aim to reduce traffic during query processing and maintain high accu-

racy of the query result in MANETs. In these methods, the query-issuing node first for-

wards akNN query using geo-routing to the nearest node from the query point (global

coordinator). Then, the nearest node from the query point forwards the query to other

nodes close to the query point, and each node receiving the query replies with the in-

formation on itself. In this process, we adopt two different approaches: the Explosion

(EXP) method and the Spiral (SPI) method. In both methods, a designated node aggre-

gates the information in the received replies, and thus unnecessary information is not
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sent in reply through a long path to the query-issuing node. In these ways, unnecessary

transmissions of queries and replies can be reduced.

In the EXP method (Figure 2.2), the global coordinator floods thekNN query to the

nodes within a specific circular region centered on the query point. This resembles an

‘explosion’ of the query message from the global coordinator. The size of the circular

region is determined based on the density of the nodes in the entire area. If the farther

nodes reply earlier with the information on itself to the global coordinator, the inter-

mediate nodes can aggregate replies from farther nodes. Therefore, in the method, the

farther nodes from the global coordinator set the lesser waiting time for reply, which

is calculated based on the distance between the global coordinator and the node’s lo-

cation (regardless of other nodes’ location information). After collecting replies from

the nodes in the circular region, the global coordinator replies to the query-issuing node

with thekNN result.

The SPI method (Figure 2.3) does not require specifying the specific region for

sending a query message unlike the EXP method because it is difficult to accurately

determine the region. In the SPI method, the entire area is dynamically partitioned

into a set of hexagonal cells. Here, the center of a hexagonal cell is set to the query

point and the size of hexagonal cells is determined based on the communication range

of the mobile nodes, and thus, each hexagon is autonomously determined. The global

coordinator begins forwarding thekNN query to the nearest nodes from the central point

of the hexagons which should be visited (local coordinator). Each local coordinator

collects the information on all the nodes in its hexagonal cell, and then forwards this

collected information with the query to the next hexagon in the spiral. The node that

surely collects thekNN result transmits the result to the query-issuing node. Each node

is aware of the hexagon to which it belongs, solely based on the information in the query

(i.e., the query point) and the node’s location. The local coordinator can both acquire the

information on nodes within the same hexagon, and determine the next node to which

the query should be transmitted. In this method, if there is no node in a given hexagon, a

query continues searching to bypass an empty hexagon by passing through neighboring

nodes as a detour.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we introduce

related work. In Section 2.3, we explain our assumption. In Section 2.4, we present our

proposedkNN query processing methods. In Section 2.5, we discuss the results of the
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Query

Reply

Figure 2.2: EXP method

Query

Reply

Figure 2.3: SPI method

simulation experiments, and in Section 2.6, we summarize the chapter.

2.2 Related Work

2.2.1 KNN Query Processing in Wireless Sensor Network

Many strategies have been proposed for processingkNN queries in WSNs [31, 50, 81].

Here, we focus on the most relevant existing studies on WSNs involving features similar

to MANETs, such as wireless communication and multi-hop relaying, and discuss the

differences in our approach.

In [19, 74, 78], the authors proposedkNN query processing methods in location-

aware sensor networks based on the query propagation method proposed in [79]. In

[74], the authors proposed an infrastructure-freekNN query processing method called

DIKNN. This method consists of three phases; routing phase,kNN boundary estimation

phase, and query dissemination phase. In this method, first a sink node sends a query

message to the nearest node from the query point. The information on the density of

nodes is collected during the query transmission. The nearest node to the query point
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estimates thekNN boundary which represents a search range, based on the information

on the density of nodes, and partitions the area inside thekNN boundary into sectors. In

each sector, a sensor node collects partial results (the information on the nodes within

the node’s communication range) and propagates the query to the next node in the sector

according to a well-devised itinerary structure (Figure 2.4(a)). Finally, the partial results

are individually sent back from each sector to the query-issuing node, enabling the

query-issuing node to acquirekNNs. In [19], the authors proposed an infrastructure-

freekNN query processing method, called PCIKNN, which consists of the same phases

as DIKNN’s. This method also sets thekNN boundary and partitions it into sectors.

With respect to each sector, a sensor node collects partial results along a well-devised

itinerary structure, and then, the last node on the itinerary in each sector sends back

the information on the nodes in each sector to the nearest node from the query point.

After the nearest node from the query point receives the information on the nodes in all

sectors, it aggregates the partial results and sends them back to the query-issuing node.

In DIKNN and PCIKNN, by partitioning the search range (i.e., the area inside thekNN

boundary) into sectors, the response time of query execution can be reduced even if the

search range is large.

In [78], the authors proposed three methods for processingkNN queries in location-

aware sensor networks: the GRT, KBT and IKNN algorithms. In the GRT and KBT

algorithms, a tree infrastructure composed of sensor nodes is constructed, and akNN

query is propagated along it. The SPI method proposed in this chapter is inspired from

the IKNN algorithm that propagates a query along a calculated spiral route (Figure

2.4(b)).

However, these all algorithms assume a static or location-aware sensor network.

More specifically, each sensor node must precisely know its neighbors (e.g., by fre-

quently exchanging beacon messages), which causes excessive overhead in highly dy-

namic MANETs.

As described later, to process akNN query without beacons, a node must process

it on the fly using only the node’s location information and information in received

messages during query processing. In addition, it is necessary to guarantee that the

entire range wherekNNs are present are fully searched and to identify when to fin-

ish the search based solely on the information in a query. Our proposed methods are

more suitable to the MANET environments, because they are designed to meet these
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(a) DIKNN (b) IKNN

Figure 2.4: Itinerary structures

requirements.

2.2.2 Geo-routing

In various network research fields, many studies on geo-routing have been conducted

[34, 48, 51, 75]. Because our proposed methods use geo-routing, we present typical

existing geo-routing protocols.

In [35], the authors proposed GPSR which is a geo-routing method in wireless net-

works. In this method, a node that received a message forwards the message to the

nearest node from the query point among its neighboring nodes. In addition, when a

node has no closer node from the query point than itself, the query makes detour in or-

der to avoid an obstacle and a network hole. Therefore, this method enables a message

to reach the query point even in the case that a relaying node cannot find any nodes

closer to the query point than itself. In [49], the authors proposed GOAFR which is a

geo-routing method in MANETs. This method is similar to GPSR but is more adaptive

to the worst case such as the case that a relaying node has no closer node.

These methods assume the environment where a node knows its neighboring nodes’

information by broadcasting beacon messages including its location information, and

thus, a node can directly forward (unicast) a message to a specific node using that infor-

mation. However, in MANETs, since the network topology dynamically changes due to

the movement of mobile nodes, each node has to frequently exchange beacon messages,
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which causes high traffic. On the other hand, if each node does not frequently exchange

beacon messages, a message may not be forwarded to the query point because each

node does not accurately know the location of its neighboring nodes (i.e., some of the

former neighboring nodes may move out of the node’s communication range between

beacon intervals). In the MANETs research field, many geo-routing methods without

exchanging beacon messages have been proposed.

In [36], the authors proposed a geo-routing method for reducing unnecessary trans-

mission of messages in MANETs. In their method, when a node that received a message

is closer than the sender node from the query point, it re-broadcasts the message. Since

their method produces multi-paths, the traffic for routing increases. In [28], the authors

proposed a geo-routing method for further reducing traffic in MANETs. In their method,

the source node broadcasts a message and each node that received the message within a

certain forwarding area sets the waiting time based on its location. More specifically, the

waiting time is set as a smaller value when the node is closer to the query point. Thus,

the node which is closest to the query point re-broadcasts the message and other nodes

that overhear the message stop transmitting it. If there is no node in the forwarding area,

the message cannot be transmitted to the query point. The method is not suitable for a

sparse network. However, this method can suppress producing multi-paths and reduce

the traffic in a dense network. Therefore, we adopt the method with some modification

for geo-routing in our proposed methods.

2.3 Assumption

The system environment is assumed to be a MANET in which all mobile nodes have

the same radio communication function, or capability, whose communication range is a

circle of a fixed radiusr and messages can be exchanged between any pair of nodes. In

the MANET, mobile nodes retrieve the information on other mobile nodes using queries

without any network infrastructure. The query-issuing node transmits a query message

and acquires the information that should be included in the query result (i.e., kNNs)

among all nodes in the entire network.

We assign a uniquenode identifierto each mobile node in the system. The set of all

mobile nodes in the system is denoted byM = {M1, M2, · · ·, Mn}, wheren is the total
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number of mobile nodes2 andi (1≤ i≤ n) is a node identifier. Each mobile node moves

freely. Every mobile node knows its current location (x, y) using a positioning system

such as GPS, wherex andy are the corresponding longitude and latitude, respectively.

2.4 KNN Query Processing Methods

In this section, we present howkNN queries are processed in our methods. In Section

2.4.1, we first present the geo-routing method for transmitting a query to the global coor-

dinator (used in both the EXP and SPI methods). In Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, we explain

the details of the EXP and SPI methods, respectively. Finally, in Section 2.4.4, we dis-

cuss our methods in terms of the node mobility, nodes’ appearance and disappearance,

and the setting of the search range forkNNs.

2.4.1 Geo-routing for Forwarding a Query

To dynamically construct a route to the query point, we extend a beacon-less geo-routing

method proposed in [28] to avoid the construction of multiple routes to forward mes-

sages. Our geo-routing method adopts a three-way handshake protocol to enable a given

node to find the node nearest to the query point among its neighboring nodes, and then

send a query to this node. By repeating this procedure, the query is forwarded to the

global coordinator.

Specifically, in our geo-routing method, first the query-issuing node broadcasts a

neighbor search message. When a node receives this message, if it is closer to the query

point than the source node, and within theneighbor search rangewhich is a circular

region centered on the source node (discussed below), it stores the ID of the source

node as the parent node and sets the waiting timet for sending a reply, according to the

following equation:

t =
tm(α− z)

α
, (2.1)

2In this chapter, we assume each node knowsn for simplicity. For example, in a rescue operation in

a disaster, each member can know the number of members, and in an event site, the event organizer can

know the number of customers within the event area. However, in a real environment, it is not always

easy to know such information in advance. Therefore, it is useful to remove this assumption (discussed

in Section 2.4.4).
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wheretm is a positive constant specifying the maximum waiting time before sending

a reply,α is the radius of the neighbor search range, andz (∈ R+) is the distance

between the source node’s location and the foot of the receiving node’s perpendicular

to the line from the source node to the query point (see Figure 2.5). Sincet is set

by the nodes within the neighbor search range (i.e., α ≥ z), t ≥ 0. We define the

neighbor search range in order to utilize a constructed path to forward a query for the

reply. If the neighbor search range is set equal to the communication range, there will be

frequent link disconnections between nodes and their parents during query processing,

i.e., the chances for utilizing the constructed path decrease. Therefore, the neighbor

search range must always be smaller than the communication range. Here, it is difficult

(but unnecessary) to appropriately determine the size of the neighbor search range. If the

source nodes know the mobility of other nodes, they can construct a stable path for the

reply. However, acquiring such information produces large traffic. Moreover, it is not

always easy to know (estimate) the node mobility (i.e., the topology during the reply) in

advance, since nodes freely change the mobility speed and direction. Therefore, in this

method, the radius of the neighbor search rangeα is determined based on the maximum

speed of the source nodevm. The maximum distance that the node moves during a query

transmissionX is calculated asX = vmW , whereW is the search time. Thus, if the

radius of the neighbor search range is equal to the communication range minusX, the

query path is available unless the nodes moveX away from their own parents during a

query transmission. Note that our method works well even ifα is roughly defined. This

is because the node can return the results using geo-routing once again even if a link

disconnection between the node and its parent occurs.

According to Equation (2.1), nodes closer to the query point transmit reply messages

after shorter waiting times. Thus, the node with the minimumt is the first to transmit

a reply message to the source node of the neighbor search message. The nodes that

received this reply stop sending a reply if they wait for sending a reply during their own

t. The source node of the neighbor search message, having received reply messages

from its neighbors, sends a (forwards the)kNN query message only to the node that first

sent the reply. The node that receives the forwardedkNN query broadcasts a neighbor

search message. Finally, if the node that sends a neighbor search message does not

receive any reply message when the query point is within its communication range, it

recognizes itself as the global coordinator and begins acquiringkNNs. In this way, the
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Query point

: Node

r : Radius of communication range

M1

M2
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: Radius of neighbor search range

α

α
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node z (M1)

z (M2)

Figure 2.5: Definition ofz

query-issuing node can forward akNN query to the global coordinator with little traffic,

because the geo-routing method requires neither beacon messages nor the construction

of multi-paths.

During the execution of the geo-routing method, each mobile node can recognize

its parent. Therefore, nodes can utilize the constructed path to forward a query for

the reply. Because a node’s parent is selected from nodes within the neighbor search

range, link disconnections between nodes and their parents rarely occur (only when the

nodes move more thanvmW from their own parent during query processing). Thus, this

geo-routing method is suitable for query processing in highly dynamic MANETs.

Figure 2.6 shows an example of forwarding a query message using our geo-routing

method, whenM1 issues akNN query. M1 transmits a neighbor search message to

its neighboring mobile nodes. On receiving the message,M2 andM3 respectively set

their t. SinceM4 is not within the neighbor search range, it ignores the message. Since

M5 is farther from the query point thanM1, it also ignores the message.M2, with the

minimum t, is the first to transmit a reply message toM1, when itst has passed.M1,

on receiving the reply message fromM2, forwards thekNN query toM2. M3, which

received the reply message fromM2, makes no reply toM1. Then,M2 transmits a

neighbor search message in the same manner asM1. Finally,M6, which is the nearest

to the query point (the global coordinator), receives thekNN query.
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Figure 2.6: Example of executing the geo-routing method

2.4.2 Forwarding akNN Query and Returning the Result : Explo-

sion (EXP) Method

Concept of EXP method

There must bekNNs within the circle centered on the query point and whose radius is

decided based on the estimated distance between the query point and thek-th nearest

node from the query point. However, it is difficult to accurately determine the optimal

radius of this circle, because nodes do not know the locations of other nodes beforehand.

If the query-issuing node liberally estimates the radius of the circle, it can acquire the

accuratekNN result with high probability. However, if every node within this expansive

circle replies with its information to the query-issuing node, unnecessary replies (from

nodes that are in the circle but are notkNNs) are sent back through long paths to the

query-issuing node.

To solve this problem, in our methods the global coordinator first collects the in-

formation on all nodes within the circle, and then sends the aggregated result to the

query-issuing node. By doing so, a query and its replies are transmitted with small hop-

counts, which helps to reduce the traffic. Here, in order for the nodes in the circle to

efficiently aggregate the node information, individual nodes should not send replies sep-

arately, but should relay replies from nodes farther from the query point to closer nodes.

However, since nodes do not know other nodes’ locations, it is difficult to achieve this.
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Thus, our idea is to set waiting times before replying, based on the distance from the

respective nodes to the global coordinator. Specifically, by setting shorter waiting times

for nodes further from the global coordinator, closer nodes have more chance to relay

or overhear and aggregate others’ replies.

We show here the theoretical analysis for verifying cost-efficiency of the EXP method.

If packet losses do not occur and the estimatedkNN circle is accurately set,i.e., justk

nodes exist in the circle, the expected traffic in the EXP methodE is calculated as

follows:

E = (Traffic for query transmission to the global coordinator)H

+(Traffic for acquiring information onkNNs)k

+(Traffic for reply to the query-issuing node)H,

= (4I + 6c)H + (2I + 8c+ IH ′)k + (I + 2c+ kI)H,

= ((2 +H +H ′)I + 8c)k + (5I + 8c)H, (2.2)

whereH is a hopcount from the query-issuing node to the global coordinator,H ′ is an

average hopcount from the nodes within the estimatedkNN circle to the global coordi-

nator,I is the byte size of nodes’ location information, andc is the byte size of nodes’

ID. Note that the upper bound of the traffic in the EXP method equalseE, wheree is

the number of message retransmission due to packet losses which is a system parameter.

As Equation (2.2) shows, the traffic in the EXP method is proportional tok. Here,H

andH ′ are basically calculated based on the communication range and the area size,

but the number of nodes in the entire network is not related toE. Therefore, the EXP

method can work well regardless of the network density, if the estimatedkNN circle is

accurately set.

Query Processing

The behavior of the query-issuing node,Ms, and of mobile nodes receiving the query

message, is as follows.

1. Ms specifies the requested number ofkNNs, k, and the query point. ThenMs

determines the radius of the estimatedkNN circle, R, based on the entire area
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size, the total number of nodes in the area, andk, by the following equation:

R =

√
ks

πn
, (2.3)

wheren is the total number of nodes in the entire network, ands is the area size.

2. Ms transmits akNN query message to the nearest node from the global coor-

dinator, using the geo-routing method described in Section 2.4.1. In the query

message, the query-issuing node’s ID and location are set asMs and its location,

respectively, the requested number ofkNN is set ask, the radius of the estimated

kNN circle is set asR, and the query point is set as the location specified by the

query.

3. By the process described in Section 2.4.1, the global coordinator,Mp, is selected.

Then,Mp broadcasts a local query message to its neighboring mobile nodes. In

the message, the requested number ofkNNs is set ask, the radius of the estimated

kNN circle is set asR, the query point is set as that in the received query mes-

sage, and the global coordinator’s ID and location are set asMp and its location,

respectively.

4. Each mobile node,Mq, that initially receives the local query message stores the

identifier of the source node,Mp, as itsEXP parent. If Mq is within the estimated

kNN circle, it sets the waiting timeT for sending a reply, according the following

equation:

T =
βR

r

(
1− a

R + b

)
, (2.4)

wherea is the distance betweenMp andMq, b is the distance between the query

point andMp, β is a parameter specified by a system designer to avoid mes-

sage collision, andr is the communication range. As Equation (2.4) shows,T

decreases as the distance betweenMp andMq increases.

At the same time (without waitingT ), Mq broadcasts a local query message to its

neighboring mobile nodes.

If Mq has already received a local query message, or is not within the estimated

kNN circle, it discards the message and does nothing.
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5. The node that has set the leastT begins to transmit a reply message (after waiting

T ) with the information on itself, including its location, to its EXP parent. This

attached information is called thetentative kNN result.

6. Each node that receives the reply message (from its EXP child) updates the tenta-

tivekNN result included in the reply message, by adding the information on itself.

If the number of nodes whose information is included in the tentativekNN result

exceedsk, the information on the node farthest from the query point is removed

from the tentativekNN result.

WhenT has passed, if the node is not the global coordinator, it transmits a reply

message, including the updated tentativekNN result, to its EXP parent, and the

procedure returns to Step 5. If the respective node is the global coordinator, the

procedure goes to Step 7.

7. WhenT has passed,Mp replies, with the updated tentativekNN result as the final

kNN result, to the query-issuing node, along the same path through which the

query message was sent from the query-issuing node toMp. If a link disconnec-

tion occurs along the path, the node that detects the disconnection transmits the

reply using the geo-routing method described in Section 2.4.1, where the query

point is set as the location of the query-issuing node.

Figure 2.7 shows an example of executing the EXP method, whereM1 is the global

coordinator; and Figure 2.8 shows a flow diagram of the query processing. WhenM5

receives a local query message fromM1, it storesM1’s ID as its EXP parent, and broad-

casts a local query message to its neighboring nodes because it is within the estimated

kNN circle. In the same way, on receiving the query message,M6 storesM5’s ID as

its EXP parent, and broadcasts a local query message to its neighboring nodes. In con-

trast,M7, on receiving the query message, discards the message because it is not within

the estimatedkNN circle. WhenT has passed atM6, M6 transmits a reply message,

includingM6’s information, toM5. On receiving this message,M5 transmits a reply

message, including both its andM6’s information, whenT has passed. Such procedures

are performed throughout the entire MANET, until finallyM1 acquires the information

on all nodes within the estimatedkNN circle. WhenT has passed atM1, it transmits

thekNN result to the query-issuing node.
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The EXP method can reduce the traffic required for collecting thekNN result, be-

cause the tree structure is dynamically constructed during transmissions of local query

messages (by changing the waiting time based on the nodes’ positions), and the in-

formation of nodes only in a specific region (the estimatedkNN circle) is efficiently

collected along the tree. However, in this method, the value of radiusR must be appro-
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priately set. IfR is set too low, the information on somekNNs may not be acquired;

while if R is set too high, the traffic increases unnecessarily due to the transmission of

needless information. Our approach to determiningR is based on the density of nodes

in the entire MANET. However, in a real environment, it is not always easy to know the

total number of nodes in the entire MANET, and the area size, in advance. Moreover,

the density of nodes is generally not uniform in a MANET.

2.4.3 Forwarding akNN Query and Returning the Result : Spiral

(SPI) Method

Concept of SPI method

As noted in Section 2.4.2, it is difficult to accurately determine the optimal (minimum)

radius of the circle which includeskNNs, i.e., excessive traffic and lacks of the infor-

mation included in the result may occur. Therefore, a method to obtainkNNs without

specifying the circle is needed. For this aim, we adopt the strategy of visiting nodes

in a spiral manner by following the idea of the IKNN algorithm in [78]. Our strategy

aggregates the information of the nodes while a query travels in a single path. It can

halt the query process at an appropriate time. The unnecessary information is removed

during the query traversal. We explain reasons in detail why we choose single path

transmission in a spiral pattern.

(i) Initial stipulation of a search range is not needed.

In the existing methods including the EXP method, in which the search range is de-

termined in advance based on the local information, misestimation of the search range

degrades the performance. In contrast, since spiral propagation gradually extends the

range without initial stipulation of the search range, it involves no risk of such misesti-

mation.

(ii) Queries can search nodes in order of increasing distance from the node’s location

to the query point.

An efficient approach involves initially searching for nodes near the query point, and

then gradually extending the range to acquire information on farther nodes. This avoids

unnecessary extension of the search range. A spiral propagation pattern is suitable for

this approach. The existing methods [19, 74, 78] also utilize the spiral propagation
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pattern.

(iii) The node which acquireskNNs appropriately initiates a reply to the query-issuing

node.

In the SPI method, the node that (i) acquires the information on at leastk nodes

and (ii) ensures that the search so far has fully covered a circular range containingk

nodes centered on the query point, can initiate a reply to the query-issuing node. In the

existing methods [19, 74, 78], the query is replicated and multiple queries are processed

in parallel to reduce the response time. However, it is difficult to judge when the search

is over, because queries cannot know how many nodes other queries have searched so

far. In contrast, spiral propagation presents no such difficulty.

(iv) Radio interference can be suppressed.

In the SPI method,kNNs are acquired by a single path in order to avoid radio in-

terference; whereas, in the existing methods, multiple queries are processed in parallel,

and the accuracy of the query result may decrease due to the resulting radio interference.

Partition of the Area

According to the above policy, in the SPI method, the entire area is partitioned into a set

of hexagonal cells and thekNN query is forwarded in a spiral manner through a series of

hexagonal cells. Because the communication range has a basically circular shape, it is

efficient to partition the area into hexagonal rather than triangular or quadrangular cells.

More specifically, by appropriately setting the size of the hexagonal cell (as described

in the next paragraph), a query can acquire the information of all nodes within each cell

with one-hop message exchange, and then pass on to the next cell.

The entire area in which mobile nodes are present is uniformly divided into hexag-

onal cells so that the query point locates at the centroid of a cell. To guarantee that all

mobile nodes in a hexagonal cell can receive messages sent by nodes in the same cell,

we set the circumradius of each hexagonal cell as half the radius of the communication

range. Here, as described in section 2.3, we assume that each node knows the radius of

the communication range, which is the same for all nodes. The hexagonal cells covering

the entire area are uniquely determined. Each node autonomously determines to which

hexagon it belongs, based on its location and the location of the query point included in

the query message.
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Figure 2.9: Partition of the area

In the SPI method, when a node surely collects the information onkNNs, it trans-

mits a reply message to the query-issuing node. Therefore, if there arekNNs within

the circumscribed circle of the hexagonal cell which includes the query point, it is not

necessary to transmit thekNN query to other hexagonal cells. If there are less thank

nodes in the cell, thekNN query is transmitted (as necessary) to a series of concentric

rings of hexagonal centered on the query point cell. Here, we define the hexagonal cell

that includes the query point as the 0 lap hexagonal cell, the first concentric ring of

hexagonal cells as the 1st lap (hexagonal cells), the second concentric circle as the 2nd

lap, and so on. Eachn-th lap hexagonal cell’s ID is defined ash(n,i) (i=0, · · ·, 6n-1),

andi denotes the number given to thei-th hexagonal cell in a clockwise direction.

Figure 2.9 shows an example of partitioning the area into a set of hexagonal cells and

a typical query path through the structure, respectively. The center point of hexagonal

cell h(0,0) corresponds to the query point, and the dotted circle indicates the circum-

scribed circle of the corresponding hexagonal cell whose diameter equals the radius of

the communication range. The 1st lap hexagonal cells with IDsh(1,0) toh(1,5) cir-

cumscribe to the 0 lap hexagonal cellh(0,0). A query is forwarded from hexagonal cell

h(0,0), and travels through the 1st lap hexagonal cells, then the 2nd lap hexagon cells,

in order.
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Query Processing

In the SPI method, akNN query is transmitted to a series of hexagonal cells (as de-

scribed in Section 2.4.3). The behavior of the query-issuing node,Ms, and the mobile

nodes receiving the query message is as follows.

1. Ms specifies the requested number ofkNNs,k, and the query point, and transmits

akNN query to the global coordinator using the geo-routing method described in

Section 2.4.1. In the query message, the query-issuing node’s ID and location are

set asMs and its location, respectively, the requested number ofkNNs is set ask,

and the query point is set as the location specified by the user.

2. Through the process described in Section 2.4.1, the global coordinator,Mp, which

locates within the 0 lap hexagon, is selected.Mp is called thelocal coordinatorof

the 0 lap region.Mp broadcasts a local query message to its neighboring mobile

nodes. In the local query message, the query point is set as that in the received

query message, the hexagon ID is set ash(0,0), and the source node’s location is

set asMp’s location.

3. Each mobile node,Mt, which receives the local query message, transmits a reply

message to the source node (local coordinator) ifMt is within the circumscribed

circle of the hexagon corresponding to the hexagon ID in the received message. In

the reply message, it includes the information on itself (its location and ID (Mt)).

4. Mt stores the query point and hexagon ID in the received message. Then, it

calculates the center position of the hexagon which should be visited next. If

Mt is closer to the center of the next hexagon than to that of the source node, it

sets the waiting timeT for sending aquery request message(described in Step 6)

according to the following equation:

T =
tmh

r
+ γ, (2.5)

wheretm is a positive constant specifying the maximum time before sending a

query request message,h is the distance betweenMt’s location and the center

of the hexagon which should be visited next,r is the radius of communication

range, andγ is a margin of time for the local coordinator (source node) to receive
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replies from its neighbors. As Equation (2.5) shows,T decreases with decreasing

distance betweenMt and the center of the next hexagon.

WhenT has passed atMt, it transmits a query request message, including its own

ID, to the local coordinator.

5. The local coordinator receiving the reply messages from its neighboring nodes

updates thetentativekNN resultby adding the information in the received mes-

sages.

If the number of the information on nodes included in the tentativekNN result

exceedsk, the information on nodes which are notkNNs from the query point is

removed from the tentative result. Furthermore, if the local coordinator belongs

to the last hexagon in the current lap,i.e., h(n,5n) (n ∈ N), the procedure goes to

Step 9.

6. When the local coordinator receives a query request message for the first time, it

transmits aquery forwarding messageto the sender of the request message. This

message includes the information on the requested number ofkNNs,k, the query

point, the query-issuing node’s IDMs and its location, and the tentativekNN

result. Meanwhile, the other nodes that receive the query request message stop

sending query request messages.

7. The node that receives the query forwarding message becomes the new local co-

ordinator. If it is within the hexagon which should be visited next, it broadcasts

a local query message to its neighbor nodes, and the procedure returns to Step

3. If it is not within the next hexagon, it cannot collect the information in that

hexagon, thus, it does not broadcast a local query message, but instead broadcasts

acoordinator search messageto its neighbor nodes.

8. Each mobile nodeMd which receives the coordinator search message, stores the

query point and hexagon ID in the received message. Then, it calculates the center

positions of the hexagons which should be visited next and next but one. IfMd

is (i) within the circumscribed circle of the next hexagon, or (ii) it is closer to the

center of the next but one hexagon than that of the source node, it sets the waiting

timeT before sending a query request message (described in Step 6) according to
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the following equation:

T =

{
tmhi

r
(if (i) ),

tm(1 +
hii

r
) (otherwise),

(2.6)

wheretm is a positive constant specifying the maximum time before sending a

query request message,hi is the distance betweenMd’s location and the center of

the next hexagon to be visited,hii is the distance betweenMd’s location and the

center of the next but one hexagon to be visited, andr is the radius of the com-

munication range. As Equation (2.6) shows,T becomes smaller as the distance

betweenMd and the center of the next hexagon decreases, and as the distance

betweenMd and the center of the next but one hexagon decreases. Here, ifMd

does not meet the criteria, it discards the message.

When theT has passed atMd, the node transmits a query request message, in-

cluding it’s ID, to the local coordinator. The procedure goes to Step 6.

9. The local coordinator replies, with the tentativekNN result as the final result, to

the query-issuing node using the geo-routing method described in Section 2.4.1,

where the query point is set as the location of the query-issuing node. If the local

coordinator or a relaying node incidentally knows a node on the query path from

the query-issuing node to the global coordinator, it forwards thekNN result to

this node, and thekNN result is sent back to the query-issuing node along the

query path. If some nodes along the query path do not connect with their parents

due to link disconnection, the local coordinator or relaying node again transmits

thekNN result using the geo-routing method.

Figure 2.10 shows an example of executing the SPI method, whereM1 is the global

coordinator, and Figure 2.11 shows a flow diagram of the query processing. First,M1

broadcasts a local query message to its neighboring nodes. WhenM2 andM3 receive a

local query message fromM1, they reply with their information toM1 as a local reply

because they are within the same hexagon asM1. On receiving the local replies from

M2 andM3,M1 stores the information on itself,M2, andM3 as the tentativekNN result.

M4, on receiving the query message fromM1, transmits a query request message toM1

whenT has passed. WhenM1 receives this message fromM4, M1 transmits a query
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message with the information onM2, M3, and itself. Such procedures are performed

in all hexagons on the 1st lap, and finallyM13 acquires the information onkNNs and

initiates a reply to the query-issuing node.
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The SPI method expands the searching area until a node surely collects the infor-

mation onkNNs. Therefore, it is not necessary to set the searching area (i.e., R in the

EXP method) in advance. We use “surely” when a query acquires the information on

equal to or more thank nodes, and searches the whole circle area centered on the query

point, and whose radius is the distance between the query point and thek-th farthest

node from the query point among all searched nodes. Actually, the query-issuing node

should be able to acquire the information on correctkNNs in most cases. However, due

to message collisions, the query-issuing node may not always findkNNs.

Here, the SPI method can address situations in which no node is present in a hexagon

through the transmission of a coordinator search message. If there is no node in a given

hexagon, a query continues searching to bypass an empty hexagon by passing through

neighboring nodes as a detour. Specifically, ifMw (which sent a local query message)

receives no query request message (e.g., there is no candidate in the next hexagon among

the neighbors), after a given time it sends a coordinator search message to find the next

local coordinator. After that, each node follows the regular procedures. Thus, the SPI

method can resolve the problem. If, due to a network partition,Mw does not receive

the message from any nodes by 2.5tm after sending the coordinator search message, a

query discontinues searching.

The SPI method is typically time-consuming to forward a query, and thus significant

response time is involved when a query must traverse a large number of hexagons. In

such a situation, the network topology may change during the execution of this method,

which results in changes in thekNNs. Therefore, it may be difficult to maintain high

accuracy of the query result3.

2.4.4 Discussion

Node Mobility

Given the nodes’ mobility in MANETs, it is more efficient to dynamically construct

a query path than to construct a static path in advance, and our methods involve such

dynamic construction. Specifically, in our geo-routing method, which uses three-way

3Note that even if the accuracy of the query result does not reach 1, some applications, such as the

distribution of coupons or advertisements in a city or event site, are still suitable.
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handshakes without exchanging beacon messages, nodes select the next hop using the

neighbor search range, taking into account node mobility. Thus, a link disconnection

between a given node and its parent does not occur very often; and if such a discon-

nection occurs, the node can reply (with thekNNs) to the query-issuing node by using

geo-routing once again. In our simulation experiments, the graphs regarding node speed

(Figure 2.14(c)) show that our methods can maintain high accuracy of the query result,

even when nodes move fast (up to 20.0[m/s],i.e., 72[km/h], which implies that some

nodes are high-speed vehicles).

Appearance and Disappearance of Nodes

In this chapter, we do not incorporate the appearance and disappearance of nodes during

query processing. If a query-relaying node disappears during query processing, the ac-

quired result may be lost. However, such a situation can be easily avoided by assigning

a neighbor as an alternative coordinator and passing the result to this neighbor. We will

design the concrete algorithm in our future work. We should also note that such appear-

ance and disappearance rarely occurs during query processing in our methods, because

query processing (response time) is quite brief (roughly a few seconds).

EstimatedkNN Circle in the EXP method

The EXP method determines the search range (estimatedkNN circle) as it simply sup-

poses that nodes are uniformly distributed while it is not always true in a real envi-

ronment. Even if nodes are not evenly distributed, the EXP method is executable (can

work). Of course, in such a situation, the estimatedkNN circle is not very accurate, and

thus, its performance may degrade.

Specifically, if the estimatedkNN circle in the EXP method contains less thank

nodes due to misestimation, the accuracy of the query result decreases because the in-

formation on the remainingkNNs is not resought. However, the EXP method can easily

adapt to this situation. When it acquired less thank nodes, the global coordinator could

replace the circle with a larger one, and search again. Another approach to adapt to a

network whose node density is not uniform is to estimate the density of nodes near the

query point before spreading a query.For example, in [45], we proposed the EXP based

methods forkNN query processing in MANETs where the density of nodes is ununi-
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form; the One-Hop (OH) and Query Log (QL) methods. These methods can set the size

of the estimatedkNN circle more appropriately using the information acquired during

the query execution even if each node cannot know the information on the area size and

the total number of nodes beforehand, and the density of nodes in the entire network

is not uniform. In the OH method, the nearest node from the query point acquires its

neighbors’ location and then determines the size of the estimatedkNN circle. On the

other hand, in the QL method, a node which relays a reply of akNN query stores the

information on the query result for future queries. During query forwarding, the query-

issuing and query-relaying nodes attach some of the stored information to the query,

which is used to estimate the density of nodes near the query point.

Many applications require high accuracy of the query result. However, even if the

accuracy of the query result does not reach 1, some applications, such as the distribution

of coupons or advertisements in a city or event site, are still suitable. In the simulation

experiments in this chapter, we use the “MAP value” to measure the accuracy of the

query result, because the answers with a higher rank are more important than those with

a lower one in akNN search. In particular, when the accuracy of the query result does

not reach 1, the answers generally do not include the information on nodes with a low

rank, due to node movement and inhomogeneous density. Moreover, query processing

by repetition, or a large estimatedkNN circle, with the aim of achieving perfect accu-

racy of the query result, performs poorly in terms of traffic and delay. In addition, it

is difficult to achieve perfect accuracy of the query result because nodes move freely,

which causes variations in distance between node locations and the query point (i.e.,

thekNNs dynamically change). That is why we aim to balance between accuracy and

traffic, rather than achieving perfect accuracy with too much (unacceptable) overhead.

2.5 Simulation Experiments

In this section, we discuss the results of simulation experiments evaluating the perfor-

mance of our proposed methods. For the simulation experiments, we used the network

simulator, QualNet4.0[66].
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2.5.1 Simulation Model

The number of mobile nodes in the entire system isn (M1, · · ·, Mn). These mobile

nodes are present in an area of 1,000[m]× 1,000[m], and move according to the random

waypoint model [8], with a movement speed and pause time of from 0.5 tov[m/sec]

and 3[sec], respectively. Note that we also conducted simulations with other mobility

models: the random walk and random waypoint models with a home area. In the latter

model, the entire area is partitioned into four square regions of equal size, and each node

selects its next destination either from the region in which it resides (90% probability)

or from another region (10%). The results show that our proposed methods achieve

roughly the same performance in all the three mobility models, and the differences in

performance between our methods and comparative methods are almost same in the

three mobility models. Thus, we only show here the results with the random waypoint

model.

Mobile nodes transmit messages using an IEEE 802.11b device with a data trans-

mission rate of 11[Mbps]. The transmission power of the mobile nodes is determined

such that the radio communication range is about 100[m]. Messages are transmitted via

UDP. Packet losses and delays occur due to radio interference. We assume that each

node knows its current location. The query point specified by akNN query is (500,

500). Thetm in Equations (2.1) and (2.5) is set at 0.1 based on our preliminary ex-

periments, so that our methods achieve good performance.α in Equation (2.1),β in

Equation (2.4), andγ in Equation (2.5) are respectively set to 97,n/500, and 0.005n/30,

based on our preliminary experiments.

We compare the performance of our proposed EXP and SPI methods with that of a

näıve method, DIKNN[74], and the EXP and SPI methods using beacons. In the naı̈ve

method, which does not use beacons, the query-issuing node broadcasts akNN query

to its neighbor nodes, and then the query is transmitted to nodes within a specific region

using the geo-routing method proposed in [36]. Specifically, each mobile node that

receives thekNN query re-broadcasts the query to its neighbor nodes if it is nearer to

the query point than the sender node, or is within the estimatedkNN circle (which is the

same as that in the EXP method). In addition, if a node that receives thekNN query is

within the estimatedkNN circle, it directly replies with the information on itself, to the

query-issuing node, along the path through which the query message was sent. In the
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DIKNN method, the search range is set by the method proposed in [74], and partitioned

into four sectors in these simulation experiments. In the EXP and SPI methods using

beacons, the node behavior is basically the same as in the beacon-less EXP and SPI

methods, however messages are transmitted (unicast) based on the information obtained

by beacon messages (i.e., nodes’ IDs and locations). In the methods using beacons

(DIKNN, and the EXP and SPI methods using beacons), the broadcasting period of

beacon messages is set at 20[sec] by default, based on our preliminary experiments4.

In Section 2.5.4, we evaluate two different cases, with beacon periods of 10 and 20[sec]

respectively.

The requested number ofkNNs, k, is varied from 1 to 50, with nodes’ maximum

movement speed,v, set at 1.0[m/s]. The total number of nodes,n, is set at 500 in Section

2.5.2 and 250 in Section 2.5.3. In addition, to evaluate the impact of node mobility,v is

varied from 0.5 to 20[m/s] in Section 2.5.4, wherek andn are respectively set at 10 and

500.

In the above simulation model, we randomly determine the initial position of each

mobile node. An hour later, the query-issuing node, randomly chosen among all nodes,

issues akNN query. We repeat this process 1000 times (i.e., 1000 queries) for every 20

seconds, and evaluate the following three criteria.

• Traffic

We examine the total volume of query messages and replies exchanged in pro-

cessing a query. Table 2.1 shows the size of messages used, in our methods and

the comparative methods, wheref denotes the number of nodes whose informa-

tion is included in the reply, andp denotes the number of hops to the query-issuing

node. We define “traffic” as the average of the total volume of respective queries

issued.

Here, energy evaluation is highly important in MANET environments. Energy

consumption is primarily constituted by computation and message transmissions.

In our approaches, message transmissions predominate in the search forkNNs,
4If nodes exchange messages more frequently than every 20 sec in DIKNN, they can acquire more

accurate information on their neighbors. However, the traffic increases, which causes packet losses due

to message collision. We have selected 20 sec as the beacon period, because good DIKNN performance

is achieved in terms of the traffic and the accuracy of the query result.
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Table 2.1: Message Types and Sizes
Type Size [B]

Query (näıve method) 48

Reply (näıve method) 24

Neighbor search (geo-routing) 48

Reply (geo-routing) 8

Query (EXP method) 56

Query (SPI method) 48

Query (DIKNN method) 56+24p

Local query (EXP，SPI and DIKNN methods) 56

Coordinator search (SPI method) 24

Query request (SPI method) 8

Query forwarding (SPI method) 72+16f

Reply (EXP，SPI and DIKNN methods) 32+16f

Ack to the received reply 8

Beacon 32

and calculation costs are very small. Thus, we consider that the evaluation of

energy consumption is roughly the same as that of the traffic.

• Response time

We examine the time from the transmission of a query message by the query-

issuing node, to the reception of receiving thekNN result. In the näıve method,

the response time is defined as the time from the query-issuing node’s transmis-

sion of a query message, to its reception of the last reply message. Note that, in

a real environment, the query-issuing node cannot recognize which reply is the

last one. We define “response time” as the average of such times for all queries

issued.

• Accuracy of query result

We examine the ratio of the number ofkNNs whose information is included in the

kNN result acquired by the query-issuing node, to the requested number ofkNNs,

k. We define “accuracy of query result” as the MAP (Mean Average Precision)

value, which measures the performance of the result with a ranking [55]. The
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MAP is an average of the AP (Average Precision) of the respective queries. The

AP and MAP are determined by the following equations:

APi =
1

k

k∑
j=1

g

j
e, (2.7)

MAP =
1

q

q∑
i=1

APi, (2.8)

whereAPi is the AP of thei-th issued query,g is the number of nodes which are

included in the query result among the top-j nearest nodes,q is the total number of

issued queries (i.e., 1,000 in this simulation), ande is determined by the following

equation:

e =


1 (if the j-th nearest node is included

in thekNN result).

0 (otherwise).

(2.9)

Thus, the MAP increases as the query-issuing node acquires the information on

nodes nearer to the query point.

2.5.2 Simulation Results in the Case of 500 Nodes

First, we examine the performance of our proposed methods when the number of nodes

is 500. Figures 2.12 show the simulation results. In these graphs, the horizontal axis

indicates the requested number ofkNNs,k, and the vertical axis indicates the traffic in

Figure 2.12(a), the response time in Figure 2.12(b), and the accuracy of query result in

Figure 2.12(c).

From Figure 2.12(a), ask increases, the traffic increases in all methods, because

both the search area for processing akNN query and the data volume of the reply in-

crease. Our proposed methods generate far less traffic than the methods using beacons,

as the periodical beacon exchanges involved in the latter cause a great deal of traffic.

In particular, the DIKNN method produces the largest traffic in most cases, because it

generates many unnecessary replies from every partitioned sector. Our proposed meth-

ods also generate far less traffic than the naı̈ve method, because in the former, akNN
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Figure 2.12: Impact ofk in the case of 500 nodes (high node density)

query is first forwarded to the nearest node from the query point, with a small hopcount

and without multiple paths, using the geo-routing method. The EXP method produces

more traffic than the SPI method, because in our simulations the specified radius of the

estimatedkNN circle is relatively large for safety, and thus many non-kNN nodes reply.

In the SPI method, the traffic depends on the number of laps required for collecting the

information onkNNs, and thus the traffic increases in a stepwise manner ask increases.

From Figure 2.12(b), the response time in our proposed methods is greater than

in the methods using beacons. By using the information on neighbor nodes obtained

from beacon messages, a node can forward a message without a three-way handshake
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or waiting time for reply. Furthermore, because the DIKNN method can acquire the

information on nodes in parallel, by simultaneously searching all partitioned sectors,

the response time is very short. In our methods, on the other hand, a node sets a waiting

time before transmitting a message via geo-routing (i.e., t), and thus the response time is

increased. In the EXP method in particular, every node must wait forT before sending

back a reply, which results in an increase in response time. In the naı̈ve method, such

waiting times do not occur; however, in this method retransmissions of replies often

occur, due to packet losses caused by the increased traffic. Overall, the response time in

the näıve method is roughly similar to that of the SPI method.

From Figure 2.12(c), the accuracy of query result is very high (nearly 1) in our

methods, in contrast to the lower accuracy of query result in the DIKNN and naı̈ve

methods. This is because, in the latter, packet losses often occur due to individual

replies, from all sectors in the DIKNN method, and from all nodes in the naı̈ve method.

2.5.3 Simulation Results in the Case of 250 Nodes

Next, we examine the performance of our proposed methods when the number of nodes

is 250 (low node density). Figure 2.13 shows the simulation results. In these graphs, the

horizontal axis indicates the requested number ofkNNs, k, and the vertical axis indi-

cates the traffic in Figure 2.13(a), the response time in Figure 2.13(b), and the accuracy

of query result in Figure 2.13(c).

From Figure 2.13(a), in the methods using beacons, the traffic is less than in the case

of 500 nodes, owing to the decreased traffic in beacon message exchange. The traffic in

the näıve method is also less than in the case of 500 nodes, because the traffic involved

in propagating akNN query decreases. In the EXP method, the traffic is roughly the

same as in the case of 500 nodes, because in the geo-routing employed by our methods,

a kNN query can be transmitted to the nearest node from the query point with a small

hopcount, regardless of the node density, and the estimatedkNN circle is determined

based on the node density. In the SPI method, on the other hand, the traffic is greater

than in the case of 500 nodes, because the method requires more laps in order to collect

the information onkNNs when the density is lower.

From Figure 2.13(b), the response time in the SPI method is much greater than in the

case of 500 nodes due to the increase in laps, as described above. In the other methods,
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Figure 2.13: Impact ofk in the case of 250 nodes (low node density)

the response time is less than in the case of 500 nodes, because some of the parameters

determining waiting time (e.g., β) were based on node density (lessened for low density)

in order to avoid message collision.

From Figure 2.13(c), none of the methods can achieve 100% accuracy of the query

result, because with low node density it often happens that there is no available node

for the next hop when transmitting a query and reply during geo-routing. In the EXP

method, the accuracy of the query result is slightly higher than that with the other meth-

ods, because a query message is propagated to nodes near the query point by flooding,

and thus the occasions for using geo-routing are fewer than in the other methods.
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Figure 2.14: Impact of node mobility

2.5.4 Impact of Node Mobility

Finally, we examine the performance of our proposed methods by varying node speed

when the number of nodes is 500. Figures 2.14 show the simulation results. In these

graphs, the horizontal axis indicates the maximum speed of nodes,v, and the vertical

axis indicates the traffic in Figure 2.14(a), the response time in Figure 2.14(b), and

the accuracy of query result in Figure 2.14(c); “(beaconxs)” denotes a method using

beacons with a period ofx seconds. In these simulation experiments,k is set at 10.

From Figures 2.14(a) and 2.14(b), the traffic and response time are nearly constant,

regardless of the nodes’ speed. This shows that link disconnections rarely occur during
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the execution of all the methods except for the DIKNN method, because in the former

the execution time is short. In the DIKNN method, asv increases, the response time

slightly increases, because as nodes move faster, the chance of a link disconnection

increases during the transmission of replies from all sectors.

From Figure 2.14(c), the accuracy of the query result in our proposed methods re-

mains high, regardless of the nodes’ speed, because the path of message transmission is

reactively constructed. In methods using beacons, on the other hand, asv increases, the

accuracy of the query result significantly decreases when the period of the beacon mes-

sage is set at 20[s]. This shows that nodes cannot accurately know neighboring nodes’

information due to the mobility of nodes. While setting the period of the beacon mes-

sage at a lower value, such as 10[s], can maintain high accuracy of the query result, it

generates significantly greater traffic as shown in Figure 2.14(a). Thus, we can observe

that the methods using beacons are not suitable for a highly dynamic network.

2.5.5 Discussion

Comparison among Six Methods

The respective methods have advantages in different applications or network conditions.

Table 2.2 compares the features of the respective methods.

In the methods employing beacons (“yes” at Beacon column in Table 2.2), the fre-

quency of the broadcasting period of beacon messages directly affects the performance

of the methods. If nodes frequently exchange beacon messages,kNNs can be searched

with high accuracy of the query result, because nodes can accurately know the informa-

tion on their neighbors. However, it involves much traffic, which often makes the accu-

racy of the query result of the query result worse than beacon-less methods. In terms of

response time, a node which wants to forward a query can immediately determine the

next hop node, which results in a short response time. Therefore, methods employing

beacons are useful in networks where nodes already exchange beacon messages fre-

quently in processing other applications, which means that no additional beacon costs

are required. For example, such methods are suitable for collaborative work (e.g., a

rescue operation in a disaster) in which nodes often frequently exchange messages to

collaborate with other members, and which typically requires high accuracy of the query
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result. The EXP and SPI methods using beacons are suitable for such a situation. On

the other hand, the response time of DIKNN is shorter than that of the other methods,

owing to the use of multiple paths, but DIKNN often cannot achieve high accuracy of

the query result. DIKNN is thus suitable for applications that do not required highly

accurate results, but require that the results be acquired as soon as possible (e.g., the

distribution of time-service information in an event site).

Beacon-less methods (“no” at Beacon column in Table 2.2) can work well in net-

works where nodes do not know the information on neighbors. In particular, these

methods can maintain the accuracy of the query result even if nodes move quickly.

Moreover, in MANETs, a situation often occurs in which some nodes are not avail-

able to frequently exchange beacon messages, due to limitations in network bandwidth.

Beacon-less methods typically work well in such situations. The response time of the

(beacon-less) EXP and SPI methods is larger than that of methods with beacons be-

cause a node determines the next hop node using a three-way handshake. However, in

the real environment, many applications tolerate the delay of a few seconds for search-

ing kNNs. For example, in an application which distributes event information in a city,

our beacon-less methods are suitable for acquiringkNNs because these methods do not

involve much network consumption.

In the EXP method and DIKNN, the search range which includeskNNs with high

probability is determined in advance (“Proactive” at Search Range column in Table 2.2).

To estimate the search range appropriately, the estimated node density must be almost

equal to the real node density within the search range. However, when the node density

is strongly skewed throughout the entire network, it is hard to accurately estimate the

search range, and thus the accuracy of the query result decreases or traffic increases.

Therefore, these methods work well when the estimation of the search range is reliable

(i.e., when either nodes know the configuration of the node density, or the node density

is uniform in the network and known). For example, in a rescue operation in a disaster,

in which members often know the allocation of members in regions, the query-issuing

node can know the number of members near a query point. On the other hand, in the SPI

method, since a query gradually extends the search range by acquiringkNNs, an initial

estimation of the search range is not needed. A suitable application here, for example,

would be coupon distribution in a city, where it is often difficult for each node to know

the number of nodes in the area.
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Table 2.2: Comparison table
Method Beacon Next hop decision Search

to query point kNN collection Range

EXP no Inquiry (Broadcast) Proactive

SPI no Inquiry Inquiry Reactive

EXP(beacon) yes Beacon info. (Broadcast) Proactive

SPI(beacon) yes Beacon info. Beacon info. Reactive

DIKNN yes Beacon info. Beacon info. Proactive

Näıve no (Broadcast) - Proactive

How to Choose One from the Two Proposed Methods

We proposed two different methods, EXP and SPI. Their performance superiority de-

pends on some environmental factors such as density of nodes. In the following, we

briefly explain our current idea of how to adaptively choose an appropriate method

based on the density of nodes in a real environment.

In this chapter, we assume that each node knows the total number of nodes and the

size of the entire area where nodes are present. Therefore, each node can calculate the

average density of nodes in the entire area using this information. The query-issuing

node can select either the SPI or EXP method based on the average node density; the

former method if the average density is high, and latter if it is low. However, in a real

environment, it is not always easy to know such information in advance. In a naı̈ve way,

when a node can count the number of nodes in the entire network and estimate the area

size by flooding a message to all nodes and receiving replies from them. However, this

is not efficient, because flooding involves significant traffic.

Therefore, we need a method to estimate the density of nodes without flooding. For

example, a node would broadcast a message to its neighbors, receive replies, and thereby

roughly estimate the local density of nodes. With such estimation, the query-issuing

node may be able to select an appropriate method from either EXP or SPI method.
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2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have proposedkNN query processing methods in MANETs which

aim to reduce traffic for query processing and maintain high accuracy of the query result.

In our methods, the query-issuing node first forwards akNN query using geo-routing

to the nearest node from the query point. Then, the nearest node from the query point

forwards the query to other nodes close to the query point, and each node that receives

the query replies with the information on itself. In this process, we adopt two different

approaches; the Explosion (EXP) and Spiral (SPI) methods.

The experimental results show that our proposed methods both reduce the traffic

required for processingkNN queries, in comparison with the naı̈ve and existing methods

using beacons, and achieve high accuracy of the query result. The EXP method can

achieve both reduction in traffic and high accuracy of the query result at any levels of

node density; while the SPI method can achieve high performance in an environment

with high node density, though it does not perform well in a sparse environment.





Chapter 3

Searching fork Nearest

Location-Dependent Data Items

3.1 Introduction

In an LBS, it is effective to search for thek nearest data items associated with a given

location (location-dependent data) from the query point. Figure 3.1 shows an example

of performing akNN query in a MANET, where a rescue worker acquires thek near-

est data items (e.g., information about victims and damage of buildings) from his/her

current location in a disaster site. If the query-issuing node receives all the data items

within the entire network, a substantial amount of unnecessary traffic is generated.

Meanwhile, location-dependent data items can be effectively searched if nodes cache

some near-by data items, because the query-issuing node may be able to retrievekNNs

from nodes within a small region. Therefore, effective caching of data items can reduce

traffic and response time in searching. Here, inkNN search, the query-issuing node

often specifies its own location as the query point (i.e., the query-issuing node retrieves

nearby information). In this case, it is efficient for nodes to cache data items whose

locations are near their own.

As nodes move in MANETs, data items which have been cached by a node since

long time ago are likely no more members ofkNNs from the node’s current location,

because the cached data items are associated with the node’s former location. Hence, in

order to make good use of cached data items for akNN query, it is necessary to maintain

49
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What are the 3 nearest 

data items from here?

：data item

：associated location

reply

Figure 3.1: Example of akNN query for location-dependent data items in a MANET

cached data items to adapt to location changes. In addition, when the requested number

of data itemsk is greater than the number of cached data items, the query-issuing node

needs to acquire data items included in thekNNs from neighbors by query processing.

However, if the neighbors reply with their own cached data items, much unnecessary

traffic will occur because such neighbors often cache the same data items and thus reply

with duplicate data items. Furthermore, without centralized management of data items

(i.e., when there is no server), it is difficult for query-issuing nodes to know whether

acquired data items arekNNs from the query point (i.e., the correct query result) unless

nodes know all data items. Therefore, it is important to achieve a mechanism for a

query-issuing node to know that it actually has acquiredkNNs.

In [57], the authors proposed akNN query processing method for a pure mobile

P2P environment (i.e., MANET). In their setting, nodes collaborate in answering the

query, and acquirekNNs with less communication cost than that of centralized methods.

Their work addresses a similar problem to that of our study described in this chapter,

but the work in [57] assumes that each peer always cache correctkNNs from its current

location, and does not focus on the problem of replies with duplicate data items.

In this chapter, we propose the Filling Area (FA) method to process akNN query

which searches for thek nearest location-dependent data items in MANETs. The FA

method achieves low traffic and high accuracy of the query result. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the firstkNN query processing method maintaining cached data items
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against nodes’ mobility and preventing replies with duplicate data items in a dynamic

distributed system including a MANET. In the FA method, when a node issues akNN

query, it acquires data items retained by nodes within a specific region (search area),

which is the circular area centered at the query-issuing node’s location.1 When nodes

within the search area reply with data items (original and cached) which are likely in-

cluded in the query result, they avoid duplicate replies with the same data items by

overhearing messages sent by the other nodes.

Nodes reply with data items (original and cached) which are likely included in the

query result, avoiding replies with duplicate data items by overhearing messages. To

minimize the search area, data items remain at nodes near the locations with which the

items are associated, and nodes cache data items (as copies) whose locations are near

their current locations. In particular, when a node retaining data items moves beyond

a givendata boundary, away from the location with which the items are associated, it

forwards the items to the nodes nearest to the location with which they are associated.

We also summarize experimental results which verify that our method can reduce traffic

in comparison with existing methods and achieve high accuracy of the query result.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we introduce

related works. In Section 3.3, we explain assumptions of this work. We present our

kNN query processing method in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, we show the results of the

simulation experiments. Finally, we summarize this chapter in Section 3.6.

3.2 Related Work

As described in Section 3.1, there have been no studies that directly address the prob-

lems targeted in this chapter. In this section, we introduce some existing studies on

location-dependent data management in LBS andkNN query processing, which are

somewhat related to our work.

1In this chapter, the query point is the current location of the query-issuing node. We assume that the

query-issuing node retrieves nearby information.
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3.2.1 Location-Dependent Data Management in LBS

In [26], the authors proposed a line-based data dissemination protocol for sensor net-

works. Sinks disseminate data items to nodes within a vertical virtual line which di-

vides the field into two parts, and nodes search for data items there. This method

does not assumekNN query processing and replication of location-dependent data.

In [71], the authors proposed the Skip-Copy method, specifically aimed at managing

location-dependent data items in MANETs. This method sparsely distributes copies of

location-dependent data items to increase data availability in a wide range. However,

in this method, nodes access a single location-dependent data item, in contrast to our

method’s aim of acquiring multiple location-dependent data items near a specific point.

In [82], the authors proposed a system to provide an LBS which does not depend on pre-

established infrastructure. The system uses a mobile agent that remains within a certain

geographical area, moving among mobile nodes in the area. Our method is inspired by

this approach in keeping data items within a specific region.

3.2.2 kNN Query Processing

In [68], the authors proposed a method for efficiently acquiringkNNs from mobile

query points. This method can reduce disk access search costs for databases, when

the query point is moving andkNN results change. It assumes that the information

of all static objects (such as hospitals or schools) has been previously obtained (i.e., a

centralized method). In [10], the authors defined Continuous Allk-Nearest Neighbor

(CAkNN) queries which continuously identify all nodes’ closest neighboring nodes,

and proposed a ‘Proximity’ algorithm for efficiently processing such queries in smart-

phone networks. This algorithm only works well in areas covered by a set of network

connectivity points (e.g., cellular towers for cellular networks). Moreover, each node

must regularly report its positional information to the query processor, which is too

costly in MANETs. In [80], the authors proposed a method to continuously monitor

kNNs in a wireless sensor network. Here, sensors detect objects moving around the tar-

get region, and these sensors collaborate to continuously monitor thekNNs (k nearest

objects) from the query point. However, since this method assumes that the sensors are

statically deployed, it is not applicable to MANETs.
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In Chapter 2 [40], we have proposed akNN query processing method for MANET.

In this method, a node floods a query to nodes within a specific circular region centered

on the query point, and each node receiving the query replies with information on itself.

Thus, this method can avoid flooding in the entire network. However, the search object

in this method is thek nearest nodes (not location-dependent data items). Searching

location-dependent data is more challenging because data held by nodes may move far

away from their associated locations.

In [87], the authors proposed a collaborative caching framework for spatial queries

in mobile P2P networks. The study presented the Signature Augment Tree (SAT), which

is based on the R-tree, to maintain the information on data items cached by neighbors.

Therefore, the query-issuing node can acquire needed data items by sending queries

only to nodes caching the data items, which reduces the data traffic involved in the

acquisition of data items. However, this framework basically assumes that nodes request

data items to the server when they cannot acquire the data items locally. In addition,

nodes must have complete information on data items cached by neighbors, whereas our

method can work without such information.

3.3 Assumption

We basically assume the environment described in Section 2.3. In addition, we assign

a uniquedata identifierto each data item in the system. The set of all data items in

the system is denoted byD = { D1, D2, · · ·, Dm }, wherem is the total number of

data items2, andDj (1 ≤ j ≤ m) is a data identifier. Each data item includesdata

point, which is the location information associated with the data-generating location.

For simplicity, all data items are assumed to be the same size. Nodes have a cache

storage capacity ofC data items.

3.4 KNN Query Processing Method

In this section, first we describe the design policy of our proposed method. Then, we

describe how sensor data items are managed in the FA method. Finally, we describe in

2m may dynamically change due to appearance, update, and disappearance of data items.
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detail howkNN queries are processed in the FA method.

3.4.1 Design Policy

Since there is no centralized server in a MANET, a centralized approach is inappro-

priate. For example, if data items were transmitted to a specific node as soon as they

were generated, the query-issuing node could acquirekNNs by transmitting a query to

the specific node because the specific node would have all the data items and know the

kNNs for all queries (i.e., all query points). However, this is not realistic owing to the

nodes’ limited storage capacity,i.e., the size of all the data items in the network is too

large for each mobile node to store. Moreover, the transmission of numerous queries to

the specific node would cause a temporary spike in traffic volume in the vicinity of the

node. Therefore, we have designed a distributedkNN processing method.

In an LBS, users often require location-dependent data items from near their own

location; and when using akNN query, they repeatedly require thekNNs from their

own location. Therefore, a method is needed in which nodes retain data items whose

location is close to their own, keeping in mind that nodes’ locations will change as they

move. Note thatkNNs from the own location change along node mobility.

3.4.2 Maintenance of Data Items

Original Data Item

When a node retaining an original data item moves beyond a givendata boundary, d,

away from thedata pointwith which the item is associated, the original item is trans-

mitted to the node nearest its data point, using our geo-routing method (an extension of

the protocol proposed in [28]), which adopts a three-way handshake protocol to send a

data item to the neighboring node nearest the data point. By repeating this procedure,

the data is forwarded to the node nearest its dependent location.

More specifically, in our geo-routing method, the node which retains a data item

first broadcasts aneighbor search messagewhen it moves beyondd. Then, when a node

receives the neighbor search message, if it is closer to the data point than the source

node, it sets a waiting time for sending a reply. Because nodes closer to the data point

transmit a reply message after a shorter waiting time, the nearest neighboring node from
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Figure 3.2: Example of forwarding an original data item

the data point is the first to transmit a reply message to the source node. Other nodes

which have overheard the reply message, do not reply to suppress unnecessary traffic.

The source node that has received reply messages from its neighbors sends a (forwards

the)data forwarding message, including the data item, only to the node that first sent the

reply. The node that receives the data forwarding message broadcasts a neighbor search

message using the same procedure. Finally, if a node that has sent a neighbor search

message receives no reply messages when the data point is within its communication

range, it recognizes itself as the nearest node from the data point (Fig. 3.2).

Through the above procedure, a node which retains a data item can forward the item

to the nearest node from the data point with low traffic because this geo-routing method

requires neither the use of beacon messages nor the construction of multiple paths. This

achieves that a node can acquire a data item by searching nodes from which the distance

to the data point of the item is less thand.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of executing data transmission in whichM1 retains a

data itemD1. WhenM1 moves farther thand from the data point ofD1, it broadcasts

a neighbor search message. WhenM2 andM3 receive the neighbor search message

from M1, they set a waiting time for sending a reply because they are closer to the

data point ofD1 thanM1. M3 sets a shorter waiting time because the waiting time is

based on the distance from the data point ofD1 to a given node’s location, andM3 is

closest to the data point ofD1 among the nodes receiving the message. When its waiting

time has passed,M3 initiates a reply toM1. On receiving the reply message fromM3,
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M1 forwards a data forwarding message, includingD1, to M3. Then,M3 transmits a

neighbor search message in the same manner asM1. Finally,M3, on receiving no reply,

retainsD1 until it moves farther thand from the data point ofD1.

Cached Data Item

Requirements:As described above, since users repeatedly require thekNNs from their

own location usingkNN queries, it is useful for nodes to retain theCNNs from their

locations. In such a situation, ifk is less thanC, a node can know thekNNs among its

cached data items without query processing. Even ifk is greater thanC, a node often

can acquirekNNs by seeking data items from only nearby nodes, because these nodes

retain nearby data items.

In MANETs, it is a considerable challenge to maintain currentCNNs, because the

location of a given node (in this case the query point) changes due to node mobility,

resulting in changes in theCNNs. If nodes frequently exchange messages including data

items, they can update theCNNs from their new location, but it significantly consumes

the network bandwidth, causing frequent packet losses and high energy consumption.

On the other hand, when nodes do not frequently exchange messages, their own cached

data items become much different from actualCNNs, resulting less useful forkNN

query processing.

Another feature is that perimeter nodes cache almost same data items since each

node caches data items whose locations are near their own. If all nodes in the network

maintain their ownCNNs, the traffic for maintainingCNNs within the network is large

due to maintenance of almost same data items on respective neighboring nodes. There-

fore, in such a case (e.g., the density of nodes is high), it is effective that selective nodes

rather than all of the nodes maintain cached data items.

Cache Maintenance Procedure:In the FA method, to maintain currentCNNs, a node

updates its retainedCNNs by exchanging messages with its neighboring nodes. Here,

we define the circular area in which there areCNNs, as the node’sassignment, whose

center point is the location at which the node updates itsCNNs (update point), and

whose radius is the distance from this update point to the farthest data point among

cached data items. For maintaining cached data items, nodes newly cache its current

CNNs when a node moves farther thand from its update point, unless neighboring
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nodes already cache data items whose data points are close from the node’s current

location.

First, when a node generates a data item, it signals the occurrence of the item by

flooding a message including the item, over a specific area, which should be appropri-

ately determined such that the data item is surely sent to nodes which retain it as aCNN,

but not sent to an unnecessary wide area. After this, the nodes that received the mes-

sage retain the data item in their caches if necessary. Algorithm 1 shows the procedures

involved in maintenance of cached data items.

When a node moves farther thand from its update point, it broadcasts a request

message to its neighboring nodes, which includes the IDs of data items cached by the

node, and the current location of the node. Each node receiving the request message

sets a waiting timew for a response based on the distanced′ from its update point to the

issuer of the message, using the following equation:w = α d′, whereα is a parameter

for waiting responses. The waiting time decreases, as the update point of a node nears

the location of the message issuer. This is effective because a nearer node likely caches

more data items which the issuer will cache asCNNs. The node which has set the

least waiting time broadcasts aMaintenance-Stop messageif d is less thanµ and the

distance between its current location and its update point is less thanλ. Otherwise, it

selects the candidates, which are data items closer than theC-th nearest data items from

the location of the request issuer, and at the expiration of its waiting time it broadcasts

a response message including the candidates. If a node receives a Maintenance-Stop

message, it cancels sending response. The request issuer does not update cached data

items, and it transfers to the Maintenance-Stop (MS) mode and sets the MS timeS (the

left case in Fig. 3.3). On the other hand, nodes overhear response messages from each

other (the right case in Fig. 3.3), and if the node has no candidates which are not sent

by other nodes, it does nothing, resulting in a reduction of unnecessary traffic.

Data updating

In the real environment, data items are constantly generated, updated, and deleted, and it

is important for LBSs to easily manage such data updates.KNN queries are sensitive to

data updating because thekNN answers to queries may change. Data updating patterns

are divided into those that are location dependent and those that are not. An example of
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Algorithm 1:

Maintenance of cached data items

1: // node moves farther thand from its update

point orS has passed at node

2: if node is in MS modethen

3: recover from MS mode

4: end if

5: send Request

6: // node receives Request

7: if node is not in MS modethen

8: store ID of request issuer’s cached data

items

9: set waiting time

10: end if

11: // waiting time has passed at node

12: if node has not received Maintenance-Stop

then

13: if there exists near request issuerthen

14: send Maintenance-Stop

15: else ifthere are candidatesthen

16: send Response(candidates)

17: end if

18: end if

19: // node receives Response

20: if node is not in MS modethen

21: if node is request issuerthen

22: update cached data items

23: else

24: store ID of candidates

25: end if

26: end if

27: // node receives Maintenance-Stop

28: if node is request issuerthen

29: setS

30: end if

the former may be seen in fixed-point sensor nodes periodically observing updates to

data items, including present value. In this case, although thekNNs do not change,

because the data points remain the same, nodes must replace cached data items with

new data items whose data points show the same location. On the other hand, when

data items are generated independently of location (e.g., when mobile nodes periodically

sense data items at a given location), thekNNs may change.

A näıve method to notify other nodes of data updates is to flood messages, includ-

ing new data items, over the entire network, which causes excessive traffic. Our data

maintenance method can easily handle data updating, whether location dependent or

not; for here, both original and cached data items are retained by nodes near the respec-

tive data points. This means that when new data items are generated, nodes generating

such items can send the notification message including the items over only the limited

area near themselves. Therefore, our data maintenance method is suitable for location-

dependent data items with data updation.
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Figure 3.3: Example of cache maintenance

3.4.3 ForwardingkNN Query and Replying with Result

In the FA method, when a node issues akNN query, it floods the query to nodes within

a specific region (search area), which is a circular area whose center point is the query

point. Nodes, which is not in the MS mode3, reply with data items which will be

likely included in thekNNs, avoiding replies of the duplicate data item by overhear-

ing messages from other nodes. Algorithm 2 shows the procedures involved in query

processing. In this pseudo code,Assignment (node)denotes the node’s assignment.

First, the query-issuing node specifies the requested number ofkNNs, k, and de-

termines whether its cached data items satisfy thekNNs from the query point (line 2

in Algorithm 2). More specifically, ifk ≤ C, and the data points of thek nearest data

items among data items cached by the query-issuing node are present within theguar-

anteed areawhich is a circular area centered on the query point, whose radius isl − U

wherel is the radius of Assignment (query-issuing node) andU is the distance between

the query point and its update point, the query-issuing node can complete the search.

This is because thekNNs are guaranteed to be included in the guaranteed area; that is,

the data point of any data item outside this circular area must be farther from the query

point than the data points of data items within this area (see Fig. 3.4). Otherwise, the

query-issuing node performs query processing for acquiringkNNs in cooperation with

nearby nodes.

The query-issuing node determines the radius of the search area,R, based on the

3In the FA method, nodes in the MS mode do nothing in query processing, which reduces traffic. Note

that even if a node in the MS mode, it can issue a query, and procedures of the method is same.
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Algorithm 2: Query processing

1: // query-issuing node begins to search

2: if Assignment (query-issuing node) guaran-

teeskNNs then

3: complete search

4: else

5: calculate search area

6: send Query

7: setT ′

8: end if

9: // node receives Query for the first time

10: if node is within search area and not in MS

modethen

11: store ID of source node as parent

12: store Assignment (query-issuing node)

13: send Query

14: setT

15: end if

16: // node receives Reply or EmptyReply issued

by nodeN

17: if node is query-issuing nodethen

18: store data items

19: else ifnode is not in MS modethen

20: store Assignment (N )

21: updateT

22: if node is parent of source nodethen

23: send Reply or EmptyReply to parent

24: end if

25: end if

26: // T has passed at Node

27: if Assignment (Node) is not coveredthen

28: if no data within Assignment (Node)then

29: send EmptyReply to parent

30: else

31: send Reply to parent

32: end if

33: end if

34: // T ′ has passed at query-issuing node

35: if k data items are acquired and area ofkNNs

is coveredthen

36: complete search

37: else

38: calculate new search area

39: send Query

40: setT ′

41: end if

information on data items cached by itself, andk, using the following equation:

R = l(β

√
k

C
− 1) + d, (3.1)

whereβ (≥ 1) is a parameter to avoid missing somekNNs due to misestimation of the

density of data items4. According to Equation (3.1),R is principally determined based

on the density of data items cached by the query-issuing node (i.e., C/πl2 = k/πL2

[1/m2], whereL is the radius of theFilling Area which is the circular area in which

data points of thekNNs are present with high probability). Because each node caches

4Whenk ≥ C, R surely becomes positive. Otherwise, in an unlikely event that the calculatedR has

a negative value,β is set a greater value to makeR positive.
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data items, it can reply with the data items whose data points are roughlyl away from

its location, and thus nodes within the circular area of the inner dotted line in Fig. 3.5

will have data items within the Filling Area. Therefore,R can be reduced byl from L.

Moreover, since each node locates (at most)d away from its update point,R is enlarged

by d.

Then, the query-issuing node floods the search area with akNN query message

which includes the query-issuing node’s ID; the remaining requested number ofkNNs,

k′ (i.e., k − the number of data items within the guaranteed circular area);R; the query-

issuing node’s assignment (i.e., its update point andl); and the query point (i.e., its own

location). At the same time, the query-issuing node sets the waiting timeT ′ for awaiting

replies, calculated byδ⌈R/l⌉, whereδ is a positive constant (line 7 in Algorithm 2).

If a node receiving the query message (the receiver) is within the search area and

not in the MS mode, it sets the reply delayT (the time from receiving a query for the

first time to sending a reply), using the following equation:

T =
δP (Am − A)

Am

. (3.2)

P =

{
1 (if u < l).

⌊u/l⌋ (otherwise).
(3.3)
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A = Assignment (receiver)

∩ Assignment (query−issuing node)

∩ Assignment (∀N ). (3.4)

Here,N is a node that has already issued a reply received by the receiver,Am is a

system parameter which is a positive constant, andu is the distance from the query

point to the receiver’s update point. In Equation (3.2),T decreases asu decreases and

A increases5. From Equation (3.4),A indicates the size of the area where data items

which have not been replied yet, calledreplyArea(e.g., the gray-colored area in Fig.

3.6). AsA increases, the priority of replying gets higher because more data items are

present in the area with high probability, and thus the node can reply with these items.

Nodes within a smallerP reply earlier every additionall, because nodes with update

points nearer to the query point can reply with a smaller hopcount to the query-issuing

node.

A node within the search area initiates a reply message (after waitingT ), including

candidate data items and its assignment, to the query-issuing node ifA is non-zero; that

is, if Assignment (this node) is not fully covered by replies from other nodes (Line 27 in

Algorithm 2). The candidate data items are the (at most)k′ data items which have not

yet been sent in reply by other nodes, among the data items whose data points lie within

the Filling Area. If the node has no candidates, it transmits anempty reply messageto

the query-issuing node, instead of a reply message. The empty reply message includes

only its assignment (not data items). With the reception of the empty reply message, the

query-issuing node can recognize that there are no data items in the assignment attached

to a message, and thus, the method guarantees that thekNN query exhaustively searches

the search area. When a node receives (or overhears) reply or empty reply messages, it

recognizes the area covered by the replying node, avoiding multiple replies of the same

data item; and if the overhearing and replying nodes’ assignments overlap,A is updated,

resulting in an updatedT .

The query-issuing node receiving a reply message updates the tentativekNN result.

WhenT ′ has passed, if the number of acquired data items exceedsk and the circular area
5In an unlikely event that the calculatedT has a negative value, thoughAm is inherently greater than

A, T is set at 0.
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Figure 3.6: Example of FA method

centered on the query point, whose radius is thek-nearest data point, is fully covered

with assignments of all replying nodes, the search is completed and the query-issuing

node updates its cached data items with the query result. If not, the query-issuing node

re-estimatesR (e.g., β is decreased) and repeats the same process, to avoid decreasing

the accuracy of the query result; note further that there is an upper limit on the number

of such repetitions (not endless).

Figure 3.6 shows an example of executing query processing in whichM1 issues a

kNN query, and nodes’ update points correspond to their respective locations for sim-

plicity. All nodes receiving thekNN query (M2-M5) set respectiveTs because they are

within the search area. First,M2 initiates a reply toM1 because its assignment is larger

and the distance between the query point and itself is less than that of the other nodes

(Fig. 3.6(a)). Nodes overhearingM2’s reply message (M3-M5) storeM2’s assignment,

and update their respectiveTs in light of this. After that,M3, and thenM5, transmit

a reply (or empty reply) message (Fig. 3.6(b)).M4 does nothing (when its ownT has

passed) because its assignment is fully covered by assignments of other nodes (Fig.

3.6(c)).

With this method, unnecessary transmissions of queries and replies can be sup-

pressed, as nodes search within a limited search area and overhear the replies of other

nodes.
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3.4.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we assume that the query point is the location of the query-issuing node.

However, this is not always the case in a real environment, as it sometimes happens

that a user wishes to acquirekNNs from a specific location far from the location of

the query-issuing node. The FA method can be easily adapted to such a situation as

described below. If the query-issuing node specifies, as the query point, a location

different from its current location, first, the query is transmitted to the nearest node from

the query point, using geo-routing [28, 36]. Then, the nearest node from the query point

executes the FA method as the method’s query-issuing node, and replies with acquired

kNNs to the query-issuing node (through the query path from the query point or using

geo-routing).

3.5 Simulation Experiments

In this section, we show the results of simulation experiments evaluating the perfor-

mance of our proposed method. For the simulation experiments, we used the network

simulator QualNet5.2 [66].

3.5.1 Simulation Model

The number of mobile nodes in the entire system is 500. These mobile nodes are present

in an area of 1,000[m]× 1,000[m], and move according to the random waypoint model

[8], with a movement speed and pause time of from 0.1 tov[m/s] and 200[s], respec-

tively. Mobile nodes transmit messages using an IEEE 802.11b device with a data trans-

mission rate of 11[Mbps]. The transmission power of the mobile nodes is determined

such that the radio communication range is about 100[m]. Packet losses and delays oc-

cur due to radio interference. We assume that each node knows its current location. The

above setting on the network is basically same as that in Section 2.5.1.

The number of data items in the entire system is 250, and the size of data items

is 1024[B]. Specifically, randomly selected 250 nodes respectively generate data items

associated with their own location once per 300[s], and each data item is valid for 300[s]

since it is generated,i.e., the number of data items in the entire network is constantly
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250 even though data items are dynamically generated and disappeared. Nodes have a

cache storage capacity ofC data items. The query point specified by akNN query is

the location of the query-issuing node.d, α, MS, λ, µ, andβ in Equation (3.1), and

δ in Equation (3.2) are respectively set to 30, 1, 30/v, 10, 30, 1.1, and 3 based on our

preliminary experiments.

We compare the performance of the FA method with that of six alternate methods

in which only original data items (not copies) are maintained in the same manner as in

the FA method,i.e., the original data items remain at nodes near their respective data

points. The first method is the EXP method for searching location-dependent data items

(extending the EXP method in [46]). We assume that each node knows the total number

of data items, and the entire area size. Thus, in the EXP method, the radius of the search

area,R, is determined by the following equation:

R =

√
ks

πm
+ d, (3.5)

wheres is the area size (s = 1,000×1,000), andm is the total number of data items (m =

500). The query-issuing node floods a query to nodes within the search area, and nodes

receiving the query reply with data items whose data points are within the circular area

centered on the query point, whose radius isR−d. “EXP” in the graphs denotes this

method.

The other five methods, based on the FA method for detailed comparison, differ only

in terms of the maintenance of cached data items. In these methods, query processing is

performed in the same way as in the FA method, with the exception of the cached data

maintenance described in Section 3.4.2. In the first method (denoted by “FA(all)” in the

graphs), all nodes respectively maintainCNNs (i.e., without the SM mode), which is

proposed in [44]. Therefore, in this method, all nodes maintainCNNs even when the

density of nodes is high (i.e., perimeter nodes respectively cache almost the same data

items). In the second method (denoted by “fixed CNN” in the graphs), nodes statically

retainCNNs from the initial update point (i.e., the update point is fixed). This method

does not require the cached data maintenance, but due to mobility, nodes tend to retain

data items in their cache whose data points are far from their current locations, and

thus, assignments of neighboring nodes are little overlapped with each other. Therefore,

in this method, the mechanism for avoiding multiple replies containing the same data

items (i.e., overhearing and canceling replies) in the FA method may not work well. In
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addition, when new data items are generated, the new data items are transmitted over

the entire area, since nodes generating these items cannot know where nodes whose

assignment contains the location of the new items are present. The comparison with

this method demonstrates the effect of updating cached data items asCNNs from nodes’

current locations.

The third method (denoted by “casual cache” in the graphs) maintains cached data

items in an ad hoc manner. In this method, a node updates cached data items when it

incidentally receives or overhears a message including data items nearer to its current

location than its own cached data items. Then, it updates the update point as its current

position and regards its ownC data items as itsCNNs. Thus, this method does not

ensure that cached data items are actualCNNs from the node’s update point. In other

words, it may often happen that the node misses some ofCNNs, which causes the node

misjudging the density of data items lower and its assignment larger than the real ones.

In query processing, as the same in the FA method, query-issuing nodes determine

the search area based on their own cached data items, resulting in misjudgement of

geographical density of data items.

The last two FA-based comparison methods involve periodical maintenance of cached

data items. In these methods, data items are periodically sent to nodes to notify them

of the presence of the data items, and the receiving nodes update their cached data

items. To examine the impact of the maintenance interval, we set the interval at 5[s] and

300[s], respectively (denoted by “periodic (high)” and “periodic (low)”, respectively, in

the graphs).

In evaluating all the methods, the query processing procedures for each query are

performed only once (i.e., with no repetitions of a search), in order to evaluate the

performance of the methods at with one iteration. Table 3.1 shows the parameters and

their values used in the simulation experiments. The parameters are set by default at the

constant values to the left of their respective parenthetical range, and varied over this

range in the simulations.

In the FA based methods, first, nodes flood data items so that others can retain them

in the cache storage. After three hundred seconds have passed since the simulation

started, the query-issuing node, randomly chosen among all nodes, issues akNN query.

We repeat this process 500 times (500 queries) for every 0.5 seconds, and evaluate the

three criteria which is the same described in Section 2.5.1 (i.e., traffic, response time,
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Table 3.1: Parameter configuration
Symbol Meaning Values (Range)

C Cache storage 20 (10 - 50)

capacity

k Requested number30 (1 - 50)

of data items

v Max speed 1.0 [m/s] (0.5 - 2)

Table 3.2: Message types and sizes
Type Size [B]

Neighbor search (data) 48

Reply (data) 16

Data forwarding (data) 40+1024

Notification (data) 32+1024

Request (data) 32

Response (data) 24+1024t

Maintenance-Stop (data)16

Query (FAbased) 104

Query (EXP) 64

Reply (FAbased) 64+1024q

Reply (EXP) 32+1024q

EmptyReply (FAbased) 56

Ack for a reply (all) 16

and accuracy of the query result). The traffic in this section includes the messages for

query processing, that for data flooding when data generation, that for maintenance

of original data, and that for cached data maintenance. Table 3.2 shows the size of

messages in the FA method and the comparative methods, whereq andt respectively

denote the number of data items included in the reply, and that included in the response

for the request. Here, “Neighbor search (data)” denotes a neighbor search message in

the maintenance process of data items described in section 3.4.2, and so on.
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Figure 3.7: Impact of the number of cached data itemsC

3.5.2 Impact of Cache Storage Capacity

In the FA method, the cache storage capacity affects performance. Therefore, we first

show the results of simulations in which the capacity of cache storage,C, is varied.

Figure 3.7 shows the simulation results. In the graphs, the horizontal axis indicates

the cache storage capacity, and the vertical axes respectively indicate the traffic in Fig.

3.7(a), the response time in Fig. 3.7(b) and the accuracy of the query result in Fig.

3.7(c).

From Fig. 3.7(a), in the FA method and the FA method by all nodes, whenC is less

than 30, asC increase, the traffic decreases, because the number of data items sent in

reply during query processing decreases (i.e., the query-issuing node has morekNNs in
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its cache). On the other hand, whenC is more than 30, asC increase, the traffic increase

since the traffic involved in data maintenance increases (i.e., the number of data items

exchanged in data maintenance increases). In the FA method, the traffic is smaller than

in the FA method by all nodes because the traffic involved in data maintenance is small

since some nodes are in the MS mode, which stop operations for the maintenance of

cached data items during a MS period. In the FA method with fixedCNNs, the traffic

is greater than that in the FA method because duplicate data items are often sent in

reply from multiple nodes. This is because cached data items are less relevant to their

associated locations due to nodes’ mobility,i.e., though nearby nodes tend to cache

dissimilar data items, remote nodes often cache the same data items. In such a case, even

if the assignments of those remote nodes are overlapped, they cannot overhear messages

sent by the others, and thus, the mechanism for avoiding multiple replies containing the

same data items (i.e., overhearing and canceling replies) does not work well, resulting

in large traffic. Moreover, in this method, the traffic involved in notification of data

generation is very large because messages including new data items are transmitted over

the entire area. This result shows the effectiveness of our data maintenance mechanism,

in which nodes near the data points of data items retain those items.

In the FA method with casual caching, the traffic is basically small because the

traffic for the maintenance of cached data items is not needed. However, this method

cannot guarantee that their cached data items are trueCNNs, and thus the accuracy of

the query result is low as shown in Fig. 3.7(c). In the FA method with high periodic

maintenance, the traffic increases asC increases, because with increasingC, more data

items are exchanged at short intervals for data maintenance. The traffic in the FA method

with low periodic maintenance is greater than that in the FA method with high periodic

maintenance whenk is less than 20, because the traffic involved in data maintenance is

small, but that required by query processing becomes quite large.

From Fig. 3.7(b), the response time in all methods except the EXP method decreases

asC increases. WhenC is more than 30, the response time in all the other methods is

less than that of the EXP method. This is because whenC is more thank, the query-

issuing node can often acquirekNNs from its own cached data items. The response time

in the FA method and the FA method by all nodes and with high periodic maintenance

is nearly zero whenC is more than 40, because with more frequent maintenance, there

is a greater chance that query-issuing nodes will acquirekNNs from their own cached
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data items. In the FA method with casual caching, whenC is more than 40, the response

time is nearly zero, because query-issuing nodes nearly always acquire thekNN result

from their own cached data items. However, this method cannot guarantee that their

cached data items are trueCNNs, and thus the accuracy of the query result is low as

shown in Fig. 3.7(c).

From Fig. 3.7(c), the accuracy of the query result in the FA method and the FA

method by all nodes is very high. This is because data maintenance in these methods is

highly effective, and a smaller number of nodes send back replies to the query-issuing

node. This also shows that the FA method can maintain high accuracy of the query result

and also reduce traffic than the FA method by all nodes (shown in Fig. 3.7(a)). In the

FA method with high periodic maintenance, whenC is less than 20, the accuracy of the

query result decreases because packet collisions often occur since more data items are

exchanged at short intervals for data maintenance. In the FA method with fixedCNNs

and low periodic maintenance, the accuracy of the query result is low because data items

cached by respective nodes are typically far from the currentC nearest data items; thus

replies often do not cover the Filling Area and some necessary data items are lacking.

WhenC is more than 30, the accuracy of the query result in the FA method with fixed

CNNs is lower than in the FA method with low periodic maintenance because in the

former, nodes’ current locations are typically farther from their update points. In the

FA method with casual caching, the accuracy of the query result is low, and increases

asC increases. As the number of cached data items increases, query-issuing nodes

incidentally retainkNNs more often in this method. In the EXP method, the accuracy

of the query result is very low, because all nodes within the search area reply to a given

query, which often causes message collision.

3.5.3 Impact of Requested Number of Data Itemsk

Fig. 3.8 shows the simulation results with varyingk. In the graphs, the horizontal

axis indicates the requested number of data items,k, and the vertical axes respectively

indicate the traffic in Fig. 3.8(a), the response time in Fig. 3.8(b), and the accuracy of

the query result in Fig. 3.8(c).

From Fig. 3.8(a), ask increases, the traffic increases in all methods, because the

search area for processing akNN query and the number of data items in replies increase.
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Figure 3.8: Impact of requested number of data items,k

In the FA method and the FA method by all nodes, the traffic is small and nearly constant

whenk is smaller thanC, because query-issuing nodes can acquire all thekNNs from

their own cache in most cases. The traffic in the FA method is smaller than in the FA

method by all nodes. This is because in the FA method, the traffic for the maintenance

of cached data items is smaller due to the effectiveness of MS mode. Whenk is small,

the traffic in the FA method is relatively large in comparison with the FA method with

casual caching and the EXP method, because the traffic for data maintenance becomes

dominant. However, ask increases, the traffic in the FA method becomes less than in the

other methods. The traffic in the FA method with fixedCNNs is substantial because of

multiple replies and message flooding for notification of data generation. The traffic in

the FA method with casual caching becomes greater ask increases because of multiple
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replies. In the FA method with high periodic maintenance, the traffic is greater than in

the FA method, because the traffic involved in data maintenance is greater. The traffic

in the FA method with low periodic maintenance is greater than that in the FA method

with high periodic maintenance whenk is more than 30, because the traffic involved in

data maintenance is small, but that required by query processing becomes quite large

with increasingk.

From Fig. 3.8(b), in all methods, the response time increases ask increases, because

the response time depends on the size of the search area, which increases ask increases.

In all the methods except the EXP method, the response time is very short whenk is

less than 10, because in most cases query-issuing nodes can acquirekNNs from their

own cached data items.

From Fig. 3.8(c), in the FA method and the FA method by all nodes, the accuracy of

the query result is high. Ask increases, the accuracy of the query result in these methods

decreases, because packet losses often occur due to a large number of replies. In the FA

method with low periodic maintenance and that with fixedCNNs, the accuracy of the

query result is low, becausekNNs are often not cached on nodes within the search area.

In the FA method with casual caching, the accuracy of the query result decreases ask

increases, although the search area becomes larger. This is because each node wrongly

assumes that it covers a wider area than the area covered by realCNNs, and thus nodes

receiving a reply message often do not reply with data items since they misjudge that

their assignment is fully covered by others. Whenk is 1, the accuracy of the query

result in the EXP method is low, because the search area is set very small, and thus

occasionally no data items whose data points are within the search area are present.

Moreover, ask increases, the traffic significantly decreases because all nodes within the

search area reply to a given query, which often causes message collision.

3.5.4 Impact of Node Mobility

Finally, we examine the impact of node speed. Fig. 3.9 shows the simulation results

with varying maximum node speed. In the graphs, the horizontal axis indicates the

maximum speed of nodes,v, and the vertical axes respectively indicate the traffic in

Fig. 3.9(a), the response time in Fig. 3.9(b), and the accuracy of the query result in Fig.

3.9(c).
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Figure 3.9: Impact of node mobility

From Fig. 3.9(a), in all the methods, asv increases, the traffic slightly increases,

because the data maintenance procedures occur more often. Whenv is more than 1, the

traffic in the FA method with low periodic maintenance is greater than in the FA method

with high periodic maintenance. This is because asv increases, the traffic involved in

query processing increases, since nearby nodes cache less similar data items but remote

nodes often cache the same data items, leading to multiple replies with the same data

items. From Fig. 3.9(b), the response time in all the methods is nearly constant because

the search area is nearly constant.

From Fig. 3.9(c), in the FA method and that by all nodes and with periodic main-

tenance, asv increases, the accuracy of the query result is nearly constant. In the FA

method with fixedCNNs and with low periodic maintenance, asv increases, the ac-
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curacy of the query result decreases, because many nodes move far from their update

point, and thus, the Filling Area cannot be covered by cached data items of nodes near

the query point. Therefore, we again have confirmed that data maintenance is important

when nodes move rapidly. In the FA method with casual caching, the accuracy of the

query result decreases asv increases. This is because each node wrongly assumes that

it covers a wider area asv increases, and thus nodes receiving a reply message often do

not reply with data items since they misjudge that their assignment is fully covered by

others.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed akNN query method; the Filling Area (FA) method

for searching location-dependent data items, which aim at reducing traffic and main-

taining high accuracy of the query result in MANETs. In the FA method, to achieve a

small search area, data items remain at nodes near the locations with which the items

are associated, and nodes cache data items whose locations are near their own. When

a node issues a query, neighboring nodes send back their copies, which will be likely

included the query result, with avoidance of duplicate data items being sent back. The

experimental results show that the FA method reduces the traffic involved in processing

kNN queries, and also achieves high accuracy of the query result.

In the FA method, the traffic for data maintenance is suppressed by canceling up-

dating cached data items when a neighboring node has already cached same data items.

However, it is more effective that nodes update their cached data items based on the

query-issuing characteristics such as query frequency and query point. As part of our

future work, we plan to extend our method by addressing this issue.



Chapter 4

Detecting the Convex Hull

4.1 Introduction

In an LBS, real-time location-specific queries for information held by mobile nodes

are often used; and in such cases, convex hull queries, which retrieve the information

necessary for calculating the convex hull of all the nodes composing a given network,

are useful. By using convex hull queries, the query-issuing node can determine the

convex hull of the network, which helps to know both the convex area in which nodes

are present, and the farthest pair of nodes.

Numerous mathematical methods have been proposed for determining the convex

hull of a set of points (node locations) [6]. In order to apply such algorithms to a

MANET, however, the query-issuing node must first acquire the information on all

node locations in the network. In a naı̈ve approach, the query-issuing node can ac-

quire the information on nodes composing the convex hull of the network by flooding

a query throughout the entire network, and receiving location information on all the

nodes. However, as described before, this approach produces exceedingly large traffic,

and this leads to the loss of necessary data. Here, the convex hull can be calculated

solely on the information on nodes which are vertices of the convex hull of the network.

In other words, information on nodes which are not convex hull vertices is needless

for calculating the convex hull. Therefore, it is efficient for the query-issuing node

to acquire only the information on nodes which are vertices of the convex hull, since

reducing query processing traffic is significant in MANETs.

75
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I want to know the convex 
area where members exist.

Convex hull

Reply

Figure 4.1: Example of performing a convex hull query in a MANET

Figure 4.1 shows an application example of a convex hull query in which a rescue

worker attempts to determine the convex hull of nodes (rescue members) in a disaster

site. If the query-issuing node receives the information on all nodes within the entire

network, a substantial amount of unnecessary traffic is generated, and excessive traffic

increases the probability of packet losses, which results in low accuracy of the query

result.

In this section, we address the detection of the convex hull which is one type of

boundaries. One of the differences between other boundaries proposed in existing meth-

ods is that the shape of convex hulls is uniquely defined regardless of network condition

(e.g., the size of nodes’ communication range and the density of nodes). This is an ad-

vantage because users can search the network area without specifying any information

to the convex hull query. In addition, the convex hull detection is useful to roughly

know the size of networks. For example, before a node processes a kind of queries, it

determines the parameters for the query processing based on the information acquired

from the result of a convex hull query (e.g., the maximum distance between nodes in

the network). In such a case, the node does not need to know the shape of the network

in details, and thus, the convex hull query is suitable for achieving it.

Therefore, we propose two convex hull query processing methods for MANETs,

the Local Convex Hull (LCH) and Local Wrapping (LW) methods, for reducing traffic
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while maintaining high accuracy of the query result. In these methods, nodes reply with

information on nodes which are vertices of the convex hull. More specifically, in the

LCH method, the query-issuing node first floods a convex hull query throughout the

entire network. Then, each node replies with information on nodes which are vertices

of the local convex hull, which is the convex hull composed of nodes whose information

has already been received. In the LW method, to avoid transmitting queries throughout

the entire network, the query-issuing node first sends a convex hull query to a node

located on the outer boundary of the network, using a geo-routing technique. Then, the

query is transmitted only to nodes on the outer boundary, until the query path forms a

loop. In this way, unnecessary reply transmissions can be suppressed, even if mobile

nodes do not know their neighbors in advance. We also show experimental results

verifying that our proposed methods can reduce traffic compared with a naı̈ve method,

and also achieve high accuracy of the query result.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we introduce

related work. In Section 4.3, we present our proposed convex hull query processing

methods. In Section 4.4, we show the results of the simulation experiments. Finally, in

Section 4.6, we summarize this chapter.

4.2 Related Work

In this section, we review some existing studies related to our work in this chapter.

4.2.1 Convex Hull Determination Algorithm

Numerous mathematical methods have been proposed for calculating the convex hull of

a given set of points [6]. Here, we focus on two particularly relevant techniques, and

discuss similarities and differences with respect to our approach. In [30], the author pro-

poses a method for convex hull determination, called Jarvis’s march, which is inspired

by gift wrapping. In this method, the point with the smallesty-coordinate among all the

points is first selected as a vertex of the convex hull. Then, the angle of each point with

thex-axis is calculated, where the origin is fixed at the newly selected point, and the

point with the smallest angle is newly selected as a vertex point of the convex hull. By
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repeating this procedure, the method can determine the convex hull of a set of points.

The LW method proposed in this chapter is inspired by this method.

In [24], the author proposes a method called the Graham scan. In this method, all

points are first sorted based on their respective angles with thex-axis, where the origin

is fixed at the point with the smallesty-coordinate among all the points. This method

determines whether each point is a vertex of the convex hull, in the sorted order. These

methods can determine convex hulls with low calculation costs when the positions of all

points are already known; however, this is impossible in MANETs. Therefore, in this

chapter, we aim to reduce the traffic required for acquiring the information on vertex

nodes of the convex hull, while maintaining high accuracy of the result.

4.2.2 Boundary Detection in Various Networks

To the best of our knowledge, this thesis is the first to focus on convex hull query pro-

cessing in MANETs. In this subsection, we review some existing works on boundary

detection, which is closely related to convex hull determination [33, 67, 86, 88]. In

[17], the authors propose a method for location-free boundary detection in MANETs.

To determine the inner and outer boundaries without knowing node locations, node con-

nectivity information is transferred to a geographical graph, and the global skeleton of

the entire network is refined as the boundary. In [85], the authors propose a method

for detecting the boundary of 3D sensor networks, based on nodes’ neighborhood in-

formation. In this method, first triangular boundary surfaces are roughly constructed

based on the Voronoi diagram, and then, certain nodes located outside these surfaces

are identified as the final boundary nodes. In [56], the authors propose a method for de-

tecting the geographical boundary of sensor readings in a dense sensor network. In this

method, node send their sensor readings to a sink only when they judge that the readings

contribute to the boundary detection by overhearing the sensor readings of neighboring

nodes. These methods determine various types of boundary, however in this chapter

we aim to determine the geographic convex hull, which is different, both in focus and

approach, from these existing works.
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4.3 Convex Hull Query Processing Methods

In this section, we describe how convex hull queries are processed in our LCH and LW

methods. The system environment is same as described in Section 2.3.

4.3.1 Local Convex Hull (LCH) Method

When nodes reply after a query is transmitted throughout the network, relay nodes can

identify the nodes which have no possibility of being vertices of the convex hull, by

calculating the local convex hull based on received node information. The LCH method

reduces unnecessary traffic because the information on nodes which cannot be vertex

nodes of the convex hull is not sent back in reply.

The behavior of the query-issuing node,Ms, and of mobile nodes receiving a query

message are as follows.

1. Ms transmits a convex hull query message to its neighboring nodes. In the query

message, the query-issuing node’s ID and location are set asMs and its location,

respectively.

2. Each mobile node,Mp, on first receiving the query message, stores the identifier

of the source node as its parent. It sets the waiting timeT for sending a reply,

according the following equation:

T = α
(
1− a

d

)
, (4.1)

wherea is the distance betweenMs andMp, d (>a) is the maximum distance (a

positive constant), andα is a parameter specified by the system designer to avoid

message collision. As Equation (4.1) shows,T decreases as the distance between

Ms andMp increases.

At the same time (without waitingT ), Mp broadcasts the query message to its

neighboring mobile nodes.

If Mp has already received the query message, it discards the message and does

nothing.
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Figure 4.2: Convex hull query processing in the LCH method

3. The node that has set the leastT begins to transmit a reply message (after wait-

ing T ) with the information on itself, including its location, to its parent. This

attached information is called thetentative convex hull result.

4. Each node that receives the reply message updates the tentative convex hull result

included in the reply message, by adding the information on itself and calculating

the new convex hull by using some existing method (such as [24]).

5. When itsT has passed, if the node is not the query-issuing node, it transmits a

reply message, including the updated tentative convex hull result, to its parent,

and the procedure returns to Step 4. Otherwise (i.e., the node is the query-issuing

node), the query processing is completed.

Figure 4.2 shows an example of executing the LCH method, whereM1 is the query-

issuing node. WhenM2, M5, andM8 receive a query message fromM1, they store

M1’s ID as their parent, and broadcast the query message to their respective neighboring

nodes. WhenT has passed atM4 (M3), M4 (M3) transmits a reply message, including

M4 (M3)’s information, toM2. On receiving the reply messages fromM3 andM4,

M2 calculates its local convex hull based on the information onM1–M4. WhenT has

passed atM2,M2 transmits a reply message, including onlyM3’s andM4’s information,

becauseM2 is located inside the local convex hull. Such a procedure is performed
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throughout the entire MANET, until finallyM1 acquires the information on all nodes in

the network.

4.3.2 Local Wrapping (LW) Method

In the LCH method, a large volume of unnecessary traffic may occur because queries

are transmitted to all nodes throughout the network. In order to effectively reduce traf-

fic, queries should be transmitted only to nodes which are included in the query result

(i.e., vertex nodes of the convex hull). Given the geographic characteristics of the con-

vex hull, the vertex nodes of the convex hull basically define the network edge (outer

boundary). Therefore, we propose the LW method, which does not require query flood-

ing throughout the network.

In this method, a query is transmitted to nodes on the outer boundary of the network.

More specifically, the query-issuing node first sends a query to the node with the small-

esty-coordinate (start node), and then the query is forwarded along the outer boundary

from this start node. Figure 4.3 shows an example of executing the LW method, where

M5 is the query-issuing node. In this example, the query is first transmitted toM7,

which has the smallesty-coordinate, and then is forwarded, counterclockwise, to nodes

enclosing the network (i.e., M6, M4, M3, M2, M1, M8, andM7).

To effectively forward a query through the outer nodes, in the LW method, each

node receiving the query determines the next node to which the query should be sent,

in a three-way handshake manner. Specifically, it first sends a search message to its

neighbors, and each node receiving this message sets the waiting time for reply based

on the angle between the vertex nodes whose information has already been acquired.

When the node with the smallest angle firstly replies, the query-sending node sends the

query to this node as the next node.

In this section, we first describe the geo-routing method for forwarding a query to the

start node, and then describe how convex hull queries are processed in the LW method.

Geo-routing Method for Forwarding a Query to the Start Node

In the LW method, the query-issuing node first forwards a convex hull query, using our

proposed geo-routing method in Section 2.4.1, to the start node, which has the smallest

y-coordinate. Our geo-routing method adopts a three-way handshake protocol to send a
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Figure 4.3: Convex hull query processing in the LW method

query to the neighboring node closest to the target point among its neighboring nodes.

By repeating this procedure, the query is forwarded to the node closest to the target

point.

More specifically, in the geo-routing method, the query-issuing node first broadcasts

a search message. Then, when a node receives the search message, if it is closer to the

target point than the source node, it sets the waiting time for sending a reply. Because

nodes closer to the target point, transmit a reply message after a shorter waiting time,

the node closest to the target point, among the neighbors, is the first to transmit a re-

ply message to the source node. Then the source node, which has now received reply

messages from its neighbors, sends a (forwards the) convex hull query message only to

the node that first sent the reply. The node receiving the forwarded convex hull query

broadcasts a search message using the same procedure. Finally, if a node that has sent

a search message does not receive any reply messages, it recognizes itself as the node

closest to the target point (i.e., the start node).

Through the above procedure, the query-issuing node can transmit the query to the

start node with low traffic, because the geo-routing method requires neither the use of

beacon messages nor the construction of multiple paths.
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Algorithm 3 : Tentative result updating

1: D : tentative result

2: i = # of data in D

3: j = i− 1

4: while ∠ D[i] D[j] D[j − 1] < π do

5: remove D[j] from D

6: j = j − 1

7: end while

Forwarding a Convex Hull Query and Returning the Result

The behavior of the query-issuing node,Ms, and of the mobile nodes receiving the

query message, is as follows.

1. Ms transmits a convex hull query to the start node, which has the smallesty-

coordinate (one of the nodes on the outer boundary), using the geo-routing method

described in Section 4.3.2. In the geo-routing method, the target point is set to

(x, y − r), where the source node is located at(x, y). In the query message, the

query-issuing node’s ID and location are set asMs and its location, respectively.

When a node receives no reply message, it recognizes itself as the start node, and

begins acquiring the desired information.

2. After receiving the query (forwarding) message,Mt (the query holder) updates

the tentative resultby adding its ID and location. Note that the first query holder

is the start node. When the number of node IDs in the tentative result is greater

than 3, the node determines the vertex nodes of the convex hull in the tentative

result, using Algorithm 3. Through the use of this algorithm, the information on

nodes which cannot be vertex nodes of the global convex hull is omitted from the

tentative result.

3. Mt broadcasts a neighbor search message to its neighboring mobile nodes. The

neighbor search message includes the information (ID and location) on the two

nodes (Mt andMq) last added to the tentative result. Here, ifMt is the start node,

the reply message includes only the ID and location ofMt.
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4. Each mobile node,Mp, that has received the neighbor search message sets the

waiting timeT for sending aresponse messageaccording to the following equa-

tion:

T =
tmθ

2π
, (4.2)

wheretm is a positive constant specifying the maximum time before sending a

response message, andθ is the angle of∠ Mq Mt Mp. If the information onMq

is not included in the neighbor search message (i.e., the message is sent from the

start node),θ is calculated as the angle with thex-axis where the origin is fixed at

Mt. WhenMq=Mp, θ is 2π; i.e., T = tm. As Equation (4.2) shows,T decreases

as the angle of∠Mq Mt Mp decreases.

5. WhenT has passed atMp, the node transmits a response message, including its

own ID, to the sender of the neighbor search message,Mt.

6. WhenMt receives a response message for the first time, if it is the start node

(i.e., the query path forms a loop), it initiates a reply to the query-issuing node,

according to Step 8. Otherwise,Mt transmits aquery forwarding messageto the

sender of the response message. This message includes the query-issuing node’s

ID (Ms) and location, and the tentative result. Meanwhile, the nodes that overhear

the response message stop sending their response message.

7. The node,Mp, which receives the query forwarding message, becomes the new

query holder, and the procedure returns to Step 2.

8. The start node replies, with the tentative result as the final result, to the query-

issuing node, using the geo-routing method described in Section 4.3.2, where the

target point is set to the location of the query-issuing node.

Figure 4.4 shows an example of executing the LW method, whereM6 receives a

query forwarding message fromM7. First,M6 broadcasts a neighbor search message

to its neighboring nodes. WhenM4 (M5, M7) receives the message fromM6, it setsT

based on∠ M7 M6 M4(5,7) (see Figure 4.5). SinceM4 has set the smallestT , because

∠ M7 M6 M4 < ∠ M7 M6 M5(7), M4 is first to transmit a response message toM6,

whenT has passed. WhenM6 receives the response message fromM4, it transmits a
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Figure 4.4: Example of query forwarding in the LW method
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Figure 4.5: Example of angles for settingT

query forwarding message, with the information onM7 and itself, toM4. Here,M5

andM7 (both of which have received the response message) stop sending their response

message. WhenM4 receives the query forwarding message fromM6, it becomes the

query holder, and transmits a neighbor search message. At the same time, it updates

the tentative result, which includes the information onM4 andM7, becauseM6 is not a

vertex node of the convex hull since∠ M4 M6 M7 < π. These procedures are repeated

until the query is transmitted to the start node.

The LW method can acquire the information on the convex hull vertex nodes of a

given network with lower traffic than the LCH method, because here queries are for-

warded only to the boundary nodes of the entire network. It is also expected that the
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response time would be reduced, because nodes select subsequent forwarding nodes

by settingT based on the respective angles, without acquiring the information on all

neighboring nodes.

4.4 Simulation Experiments

In this section, we discuss the results of simulation experiments evaluating the perfor-

mance of our proposed methods. For the simulation experiments, we used the network

simulator QualNet5.2[66].

4.4.1 Simulation Model

The number of mobile nodes in the entire system isn (M1, · · ·, Mn). These mobile

nodes are present in an area of 1,000[m]× 1,000[m], and move according to the random

walk model [8], with a movement speed randomly determined from 0.1 tov[m/sec].

Mobile nodes transmit messages using an IEEE 802.11b device with a data transmission

rate of 11[Mbps]. The transmission power of the mobile nodes is determined such that

the radio communication range is about 100[m]. Packet losses and delays occur due to

radio interference. We assume that each node knows its current location. The above

setting on the network is basically same as that in Section 2.5.1.α in Equation (4.1)

andtm in Equation (4.2) are respectively set as (1.0 +n/250) and 0.07, based on our

preliminary experiments.

We compare the performance of our proposed LCH and LW methods with that of

a näıve method. The node behavior in the naı̈ve method is similar to that in the LCH

method, except that, in the former, relay nodes transmit the information on all the nodes

(i.e., without calculating the local convex hull). In the naı̈ve method,α is set to either

(1.0 +n/250) or 2(1.0 +n/250), to evaluate the impact of the waiting time for reply.

In the graphs, the naı̈ve method with theseα values is denoted as ‘Naı̈ve’ and ‘Näıve

(double)’, respectively.

In the above simulation model, we randomly determine the initial position of each

mobile node. The query-issuing node, randomly chosen among all nodes, issues a con-

vex hull query. We repeat this process 200 times (i.e., 200 queries) for every 10 seconds,

and evaluate the following four criteria.
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• Traffic

We examine the total volume of query messages and replies exchanged in pro-

cessing a query. Table 4.1 shows the size of messages used in our methods and

the näıve method, wherep denotes the number of nodes whose information is

included in the reply. We define ‘traffic’ as the average of the total volume of

respective queries issued.

• Response time

We examine the time from the transmission of a query message by the query-

issuing node, to the reception of the result. In the naı̈ve method, the response

time is defined as the time from the query-issuing node’s transmission of a query

message, to its reception of the last reply message. (Note that, in a real environ-

ment, the query-issuing node cannot recognize which reply is the last one.) We

define ‘response time’ as the average of such times for all queries issued.

• Accuracy of query result

We examine the ratio of the number of vertex nodes whose information is included

in the result acquired by the query-issuing node, to that of all the vertex nodes of

the convex hull (i.e., the complete answer). We define ‘accuracy of query result’

as the average of the query result for all queries issued.

• Area accuracy

We examine the ratio of the area of the convex hull of nodes whose information

is included in the result acquired by the query-issuing node, to the area of the real

convex hull of nodes (i.e., the complete answer). We define ‘ratio of calculated

area’ as the average of such an area for all queries issued.

4.4.2 Impact of node numbern

First, we examine the performance of our proposed methods with varying number of

nodesn. Figure 4.6 shows the simulation results. In these graphs, the horizontal axis

indicates the number of nodesn, and the vertical axis indicates the traffic in Figure
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Table 4.1: Message types and sizes
Type Size [B]

Query 64

Neighbor search (LW method) 48

Response (LW method) 16

Query forwarding (LW method) 64+32p

Reply 64+32p

Ack to the received reply 16
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4.6(a), the response time in Figure 4.6(b), the accuracy of the query result in Figure

4.6(c), and the area accuracy in Figure 4.6(d).

From Figure 4.6(a), it can be seen that our proposed methods significantly reduce

traffic compared with the naı̈ve method. Of the two methods, the LW method generates

the lowest traffic. These results show the effectiveness of our methods. Asn increases,

the traffic in the LCH and naı̈ve methods increases. This is because, in these methods, a

query is sent to all nodes in the network. In addition, in the naı̈ve method all nodes reply

with their location information, which results in significant traffic, especially when the

number of nodes is large. In contrast, in the LW method, even ifn increases, the traffic

is almost constant. This is because the query is transmitted only to nodes which are

on the outer boundary, and thus the traffic basically depends on the number of hops

in the query path, not on the number of nodes in the network. Whenn is 250 (i.e.,

the density of nodes is low), the traffic is slightly higher since the chances of message

retransmission increase due to frequent link disconnection.

From Figure 4.6(b), asn increases, the response time in the LCH and naı̈ve methods

increases. This is because the waiting time for reply is set based on the number of nodes,

to avoid reply message collisions. In contrast, in the LW method the response time is

almost constant regardless ofn. This is due to the same reason as described above. As

a result, the LW method results in the shortest response time when the number of nodes

is large.

From Figure 4.6(c), the accuracy of the query result in the LCH method is very high,

while that in the LW method is slightly lower. This is because, in the LW method, the

accuracy of the query result decreases due to frequent link disconnections during query

transmission. Especially whenn is 250 (i.e., the density of nodes is low), the accuracy

of the query result decreases because the chances of link disconnection increase. The

accuracy of the query result in the naı̈ve method is lower than in our proposed methods.

This is because message collisions often occur, due to the large size of reply messages.

Whenn is large, the accuracy of the query result is especially low, as message collisions

occur more frequently. Here, if the query-issuing node can accept a long waiting time

for acquiring the result (i.e., ‘Naı̈ve (double)’ in the graph), the accuracy of the query

result increases because the chances of collision decrease; however, in this case the

response time increases, of course, as shown in Figure 4.6(b).

From Figure 4.6(d), the area accuracy is very high in our proposed methods. In the
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LW method, whenn is 250, the area accuracy slightly decreases (i.e., the query-issuing

node determines a smaller convex hull than the actual one). This is because a vertex

node is sometimes geographically isolated due to low node density, and thus the query-

issuing node cannot acquire the information on it. In contrast, in the naı̈ve method, as

n increases, the area accuracy typically decreases due to more frequent packet losses,

which results in a significant difference in area accuracy between the naı̈ve method and

those proposed here.

4.4.3 Impact of node speedv

We examine the performance of our proposed methods with varying node speed. Fig-

ure 4.7 shows the simulation results. In these graphs, the horizontal axis indicates the

maximum speed of nodes,v, and the vertical axis indicates the traffic in Figure 4.7(a),

the response time in Figure 4.7(b), the accuracy of the query result in Figure 4.7(c), and

the area accuracy in Figure 4.7(d).

From Figure 4.7(a), the traffic is nearly constant, regardless of the nodes’ speed, in

all the methods. Similar to the results in Figure 4.6(a), our methods produce signifi-

cantly lower traffic than the naı̈ve method.

From Figure 4.7(b), the response time is also nearly constant in all the methods. This

is because, in the LCH and naı̈ve methods, the response time depends onα, whereas in

the LW method it depends ontm.

From Figure 4.7(c), the accuracy of the query result in the LCH and naı̈ve methods

is nearly constant, regardless ofv. Especially in the LCH method, the accuracy of the

query result is very high, even whenv is large. On the other hand, in the LW method, the

accuracy of the query result, though still high, decreases asv increases. This is because

this method requires more time to forward query messages than the other methods, and

thus there is a greater probability that the set of vertex nodes of the convex hull will

change during query transmission.

From Figure 4.7(d), the area accuracy is nearly 1 in our proposed methods. The

LW method achieves an area accuracy of nearly 1, even whenv is large, though the

accuracy of the query result is slightly lower, as shown in Figure 4.7(c). This shows

that even if the set of vertex nodes of the convex hull changes due to node movement,

which decreases the accuracy of the query result, the geographical area of the convex
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Figure 4.7: Impact of node speedv

hull remains almost same, meaning that the query-issuing node can relatively accurately

ascertain the area of the convex hull.

4.5 Convex Hull Detection for Location-Dependent Data

As we described in Chapter 3, the search targets of queries are not only nodes them-

selves but also data items which nodes hold. When a node wants to know a convex hull

of data items which satisfy some conditions which the node specifies (e.g., the score of

data items is over 40), it is useful to use convex hull queries in a MANET. Therefore,
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we here discuss convex hull queries for data items.

There are two types of convex hulls for data items. One type is the convex area where

all data items which satisfy the specified condition are associated (i.e., the search target

is associated locations of data items). For example, a node can know the area where

an infectious disease occurs by knowing data items on the patients with the disease.

The query-issuing nodes can easily detect this type of convex hulls by using the LCH

method.

The other type of convex hulls is the area where there exist all nodes which have data

items which satisfy the specified condition (i.e., the search target is locations of nodes).

It is useful to detect such an area because nodes can use the convex hull detection as

the first step for acquiring necessary data items, since nodes can acquire necessary data

items by searching the detected area. If neighboring nodes have the target data items,

the convex hull enclosing all requested data items becomes small, which makes small

traffic and time for searching. Therefore, efficient data management,i.e., placement of

data items and copies, is key challenges. For this aim, the method proposed in [65] can

be used with some modification. In this method, a region is divided into some areas, and

the nodes within each area determine data items to allocate based on the scores of data

items. By doing so, the query-issuing nodes can acquire necessary data items without

flooding within the entire network.

As mentioned above, convex hull query processing for data items in MANETs can

be processed by using some existing methods, and we omit the detail of how to achieve

this.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed two methods for processing convex hull queries in

MANETs, which aim to reduce traffic and response time while maintaining high ac-

curacy of the query result. In these methods, nodes reply with information on nodes

which are vertices of the convex hull composed of nodes whose information has al-

ready been acquired. In the LCH method, the query-issuing node first floods a convex

hull query throughout the entire network. Then, each node replies with information on

nodes which are the vertices of the local convex hull, which is a convex hull composed
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of nodes whose information has already been received. In the LW method, the query-

issuing node first sends a convex hull query to a node located on the outer boundary

of the network, using a geo-routing technique. Then, the query is transmitted only to

nodes on the outer boundary, until the query path forms a loop. In this way, the convex

hull can be determined without acquiring the information on all nodes in the network.

The experimental results show that our proposed methods reduce the traffic and

response time in comparison with the naı̈ve method, and also achieve high accuracy

of the query result. More specifically, the LCH method achieves high accuracy of the

query result regardless of the number of nodes and node speed. On the other hand, the

LW method achieves the best performance when the number of nodes is large, because

queries are transmitted only to nodes with a high probability of being included in the

query result.

In the LCH method here described, though the accuracy of the query result is high,

the traffic becomes large when the number of nodes is large, because all nodes relay a

query. We thus plan to extend the LCH method, to reduce the traffic required for query

transmission, while ensuring the reception of the query by all nodes.





Chapter 5

Summary

5.1 Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, we have discussed query processing methods for location-based services

in MANETs. In Chapter 1, we presented the importance of location-based services (i.e.,

kNN and convex hull query processing) in MANETs and made clear research issues for

achieving efficient query processing.

In Chapter 2, we have proposed two beacon-less query processing methods for

searchingk nearest neighbor nodes in MANETs. In these methods, the query-issuing

node first forwards akNN query using geo-routing to the nearest node from the query

point. Then, the nearest node from the query point forwards the query to other nodes

close to the query point, and each node receiving the query replies with the informa-

tion on itself. In this process, we adopt two different approaches: the Explosion (EXP)

method and the Spiral (SPI) method. In the EXP method, the nearest node from the

query point floods the query to nodes within a specific circular region, and each node

receiving the query replies with information on itself. In the SPI method, the nearest

node from the query point forwards the query to other nodes in a spiral manner, and

the node that collects a satisfactorykNN result transmits the result to the query-issuing

node. The experimental results have shown that our proposed methods reduce traffic

for query processing and achieve high accuracy of the query result, in comparison with

existing methods.

In Chapter 3, we have focused on query processing for retrieving thek nearest

95
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location-dependent data items from the location of the query issuer in MANETs. We

have proposed the Filling Area (FA) method, which aims at reducing traffic and main-

taining high accuracy of the query result. In the FA method, to achieve a small search

area, data items remain at nodes near the locations with which the items are associated,

and nodes cache data items whose locations are near their own. When a node issues

a query, neighboring nodes send back their copies, which will be likely included the

query result, with avoidance of duplicate data items being sent back. The experimental

results have shown that the FA method reduces the traffic involved in processingkNN

queries, and also achieves high accuracy of the query result.

In Chapter 4, we have proposed two convex hull query processing methods for re-

ducing traffic while maintaining high accuracy of the query result in MANETs. By

using convex hull queries, the query-issuing node can determine the convex hull of the

network, which helps to know both the convex area in which nodes are present, and the

farthest pair of nodes. In our proposed methods, nodes reply with information on nodes

which are convex hull vertices. In the Local Convex Hull (LCH) method, nodes reply

with information on nodes which are vertices of the local convex hull, which is the con-

vex hull composed of nodes whose information has already been received. In the Local

Wrapping (LW) method, the query is transmitted only to nodes on the outer boundary.

The experimental results have shown that our proposed methods reduce traffic and high

accuracy of the query result, in comparison with a naı̈ve method. In addition, we have

discussed convex hull query processing for location-dependent data.

In summary, our proposed methods can reduce traffic for query processing, and

also achieve high accuracy of the query results for location-based services in MANETs.

Especially, we have designed our methods as beacon-less methods (i.e., nodes do not re-

quire exchanging messages including node information), which are suitable for MANETs.

This achievement will contribute to increase the availability of MANET services.

5.2 Future Work

Through this thesis work, we found the following remaining issues open to our future

work.
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5.2.1 Short Response time

In MANETs, location-specific information (e.g., kNNs from a given query point and

vertex nodes of a given convex hull) may change during query processing, because

nodes move freely; and when the network topology changes during query execution, the

query-issuing node may not be able to acquire fully accurate query answer. To avoid

this, we have designed our methods to execute a query using only one round of message

transmissions in order to acquire the query result in a short time. The experimental

results have also shown that the response time in our methods proposed in this thesis

is around a few seconds, which is enough small while achieving high accuracy of the

query result.

However, in a real environment, users require to acquire the query results in a short

period of time as possible, especially, when a network becomes larger and the response

time for query processing tends to be longer. Therefore, we plan to extend our methods

for minimizing response time.

5.2.2 Continuous Query Processing

In this thesis, we have assumed that queries attempt to acquirekNNs and determine

the convex hull only once (i.e., snapshot queries). However, in a real environment, the

query-issuing node may wish to continuously monitorkNNs or the convex hull of the

entire MANET, since location-specific information may change due to node mobility,

and new generation (insertion), update, and delete of location-dependent data items

[10, 11, 13, 14, 22, 68, 80, 81, 84].

In a näıve approach, the query-issuing node repeatedly send queries over the net-

work. However, even if the query-issuing node frequently processes queries to accu-

rately know the changing answer sets, it may not be able to acquire fully accurate query

results because the change may occur during the interval of query processing, although

the traffic for sending query and reply messages increases. We thus plan to extend our

proposed methods to enable continuous monitoring of thekNNs and convex hull (i.e.,

continuous query processing).
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